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Miss Emily's 
Proposition 13 
Some folks believe the anti-tax movement 
began this year in California. But, the 
precedent was set almost 25 years ago in 
a small South Carolina town when a 
retired schoolteacher and a lovable old 
mule showed that raising taxes is not part 
of a politician's solemn duties. 

L. B. (Flatout) Davis was aggravated and 
he didn't care if the whole world knew it. 

" I been on this commission for two 
whole years and we ain't raised taxes one 
single time! We have got to realize that 
we is politicians, duly elected by the 
people, and it's our solemn duty to raise 
the taxes! " 

Flatout wasn't the most eloquent of 
speakers, but he wasn 't wishy-washy. 
Everyone always knew where he stood on 
everything. 
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Commission chairman Greene, who 
had been on the receiving end of his 
wife's badgering to get her brother a job 
for several weeks, seemed to take it 
personally. 

" I know we ain't raised 'em, Flatout, but 
we just ain 't been able to find anything we 
could raise 'em for !" he said . "There is a 
certain way you have to go about this 
thing. lfwe raise taxes to raise our 
salaries, folks will grumble. lfwe raise 
taxes and just let the money sit in the 
bank, folks will grumble." He raised his 
finger to make a point. "But if we make 
'em think we is going to do something for 
'em, why, we can tax 'em down to their 
last dime and they'll just grin and bare it 
like an American oughta do." 

Pee Wee Ham, who came on the 
commission the same time as Flatout and 

who normally never opened his mouth, 
was visibly aroused. It was easy to tell
he kept trying to light an already lit cigar. 
" I think it's time we found a way! " Pee 
Wee ventured, and the city commission 
of a small town in South Carolina in the 
Year of our Lord 1954 turned its entire 
attention to its most pressing problem of 
the decade. 

Now this town had an old black man 
named Gabe who, along with his trusty 
mule, Frances, served as the garbage 
team. Gabe and Frances made their 
rounds twice a week to every single home 
in the little city, picking up the garbage. 
They had been the trash team for longer 
than anyone could remember, in fact, 
they were fixtures, just like the single red 
light and the school. 

When school was out all the kids in 



town looked forward to Mondays and 
Thursdays so they could jump on the 
wagon , roll around in the garbage, and 
find all kinds of goodies. The smaller kids 
could even ride on Frances' back as she 
pulled the wagon , and the larger ones 
were even permitted to take the reins 
on occasion. 

After the last pick-up was made at Neck 
Johnson's house, the whole kit and 
kaboodle would light out pell-mell for the 
city dump, Frances at a gallop while 
everyone held on for dear life and tried to 
keep all of the garbage from falling out. It 
was a great life. 

Well, it just so happened that Gabe, 
who drew the magnificent sum of $150 a 
month for his services, had asked the city 
clerk to submit a bill for four dollars to the 
commission for putting shoes on Frances. 
This bill was brought before the group 
just after they had exhausted their minds 
on the tax problem. 

Flatout hit the ceiling. "That durn mule 
is gonna four-dollar us to death! This is 
the second time in the last two years we 
had to shoe that mule! Why is it always 
. . . " He started to ask why it was always 
four dollars, then he remembered how 
many feet Frances had. 

"How come it's always four dollars?" 
Pee Wee asked. 

"Pee Wee, how many feet a mule got?" 
Flatout glared at him. Feeling smug, he 
leaned back in his chair. 

Suddenly, a great idea hit him. He had a 
solution to the tax problem, the excessive 
upkeep on the mule and a public 
relations program for the city all in one. 

"Why don't we get rid of the wagon and 
that durn mule and get us a white truck to 
pick up the garbage in?" It was Flatout's 
finest hour. Excited now, he began to 
paint the picture. "We could even put our 
names on the door in little writing-and 
we could ride in it in parades!" 

The other members sat in silence for a 
minute. The city had never owned a 
vehicle of any kind before. Chairman 
Greene was turning the idea over in his 
mind when a thought came to him-old 
Gabe cain 't drive no truck! His mind 
began racing-"We can hire my 
brother-in-law to drive the truck and that 
will get my wife off my neck." Then he 
remembered that his brother-in-law 
couldn't drive either. "But, by golly, he can 
tote garbage. We can get someone else to 
drive the truck," he said to himself. 

Now that the solution was before them, 
the commission moved swiftly. They 

voted to dismiss Gabe and Frances for 
reasons of excessive costs, to spend 
$5,000 on a new truck (had to be white 
with their names in black on the door or 
no deal) and $6,000 a year for two new 
employees. Pee Wee's uncle was in the 
insurance business, so they instructed the 
clerk to take out a $300 policy to protect 
the truck. 

At last, they had found a way to raise 
taxes. Now for the method. 

Someone suggested a city income tax, 
but they couldn't think of a way to 
enforce it, even after someone pointed 
out that it would have been a first. Finally 
they agreed to charge everyone a 
$10-a-month garbage tax and to raise the 
water rates. Water had been a flat $1.50 a 
month ever since the city had installed a 
water system, and like Flatout said, if ever 
anything needed raisin ' the water bill did. 
From now on it would be $5.00a month. 

The group adjourned, and each 
member went to his home confident he 
had done his duty as a politician-he had 
raised taxes. 

Everything would have been great 
except for an old retired battle-axe 
schoolteacher named Emily Gruber. Miss 
Emily had taught school in the little town 
for 55 years, including every single 
member of the commission and all of 
their daddies as well. 

When she heard they were not only 
going to start charging a garbage tax but 
going up on her water, she hit the ceiling. 
"First off, I'm not going to pay a garbage 
tax at all," she told the commission,"and I 
shall continue to pay $1 .50 for water. You 
little people (she had started off calling 
them little people years before and had 
never changed) know water in this town 
isn't worth over $1.50." With that, she 
stomped out of the room, leaving a faint 
smell of "Evening In Paris." 

It was a dilemma none of them had 
expected. They talked about it a bit, then 
decided to ignore the problem "while 
Miss Emily comes to her senses." 

Weeks went by. The truck came, the 
new employees were hired, and 
everything went fine until the first bills 
went out. 

Miss Emily sent the city clerk a check. 
for $1.50. 

•co out there and cut her water off," · 
the commission instructed the city clerk, 
who was also the water man. He returned 
to report that Miss Emily ordered him off 
her property and the valve was in her 
front yard. 

"Hells bells!" Flatoutyelled . "Take the 
police with you, boy! She ain't gonna 
argue with the Po-I ice!" 

It wasn't long before both of them were 
back. Seems Miss Emily had cut a big 
switch and they had got out of there just 
in ti me. "What you want me to do, 
Flatout? Shoot Miss Emily?" 

Chairman Greene suggested that 
Flatout go out and talk to her, but Flatout 
had had his rear end cut on numerous 
occasions by Miss Emily in years past, and 
while he reasoned he might be a little 
slow, he sure wasn 't stupid. 

"Naw, that ain't gonna work. We gotta 
do somethin' else," he said. 

They quit picking up her garbage, 
whereby Miss Emily hired Gabe and 
Frances to take it off for $1 .00 a month. 
Soon others, as they heard about the new 
$1 .00 garbage service, also enlisted the aid 
of the erstwhile team, and soon the only 
garbage the white truck picked up was 
that of the commission members. 

"That dum mule is still killing us!" 
Flatout yelled. 

The climax was reached when the other 
commission members found out that 
Commissioner Pee v\-ee Hamm had 
signed up for the $1.00 garbage service. 

After that, there was only one way the 
story could end. Because Miss Emily had 
refused to pay the additional taxes, the 
other citizens of the little city did too, and 
there was no money to pay for the white 
truck, which was soon repossessed by the 
finance company. The two new 
employees changed from city payroll to 
unemployment, which suited them just 
fine. The kids once again looked forward 
to Mondays and Th_ursdays, and to this 
very day, the water bill in that little ·south 
Carolina city is still $1 _.50 a month. 

John Culler · 
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Tracking 
The 

hitetail's 
Past 

The evolution of the 
white-tailed deer remains 
a fascinating but unsolved 
puzzle. As a product of 
millions of years of 
natural selection this big 
game hunters favorite has 
been honed by the ages 
for speed, sharp senses 
and intelligence. 

by Pete Laurie 

The white•tailed deer is a uniquely American animal. The ancestors of 
deer probably first evolved in Europe and Asia and then migrated to North 
America, but the whitetail , a very recent development among the earth 's 
animals, lives nowhere else. Although whitetails have evolved in the past 
20,000 years or so , their forebearers began millions of years earlier to 
perfect several key characteristics that have insured the success of deer 
and their relatives. 

Some 40 or 50 million years ago, as mammals and birds were just 
beginning to dominate the earth after the great Age of Reptiles, a number 
of small, slender mammals first appeared. Operating with four functional 
toes, these were the first of the so-called even-toed ungulates. 

An extremely flexible ankle set these animals apart from other mammals 
and gave them a great runn ing and leaping ability. Most of their present 
descendants-pigs, hippos, camels, cows, sheep, goats, antelopes and 
deer-now have but two functional toes, the third and fo urth. Although 
once outnumbered by the odd-toed ungulates, the horse and rhinos, the 
even-toed ungulates have been the earth's dominant hoofed mammals for 
the past 20 or 30 million years. 
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Although the white-tailed deer cannot be traced to a 
specific ancestor, it's ancient relatives undoubtedly 

developed along with the horse and other even-toed 
ungulates. The long jaw and cheek teeth are part of 

the whitetail's special digestive system that allows the 
deer to visit open feeding areas and quickly return to 

the safety of cover before chewing and digesting its 
food in the form of a cud. , 
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Lengthened shin and foot bones with heavy muscles 
bunched at the top near the body give the whitetail 
agility and fast sustained movement for escaping 
predators. 
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The whitetail's long rear feet and flexible 
ankles with extremely elastic ligaments are another 

adaptation for long speedy flight. 
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The outside toes of the whitetail and other even-toed 
ungulates are reduced to dew claws, while the two 
center toes (similar to man's index and middle fingers) 
became the cloven hoof. 

As the world's climate gradually changed to favor the development of 
grasslands, a high-adaptive premium was placed on quickness. The ungu
lates responded to this changing environment by increasing their speed. 

Running speed can be increased by lengthening the stride and increas
ing the rate of the stride .. Ungulate limbs gradually became longer and 
slimmer with the big muscles bunched in the trunk so that the limbs had 
less weight to carry through the length of the stride. Weight at the distal 
end of the limbs, that is the end farthest from the body, was reduced by 
the loss of the toes. Multiple toes are useful for climbing and digging, but 
are just excess baggage for running on hard ground. The feet also were 
lengthened so that the heel no longer touched the ground. The long legs 
and feet and flexible ankles with extremely elastic ligaments allowed the 
even-toed ungulates the speed to escape predators and the sustained 
running ability to migrate long distances in search of food and water. 

Because grass is not very nutritious, an efficient digestive system is 
necessary to process grass. Except for the pigs a.nd hippos, neither of 
which invaded the grasslands, the even-toed ungulates developed a com
plex digestive system in which food could be swallowed quickly without 
chewing, held in the stomach until later, and then regurgitated and 
chewed as a cud. 

Cud chewers, or ruminants, can literally eat and run. They can ingest 
large quantities of food and then escape from predators to a protected 
area to digest the food at leisure. Because food remains longer in the 
digestive system, more nutrients can be extracted. The ruminants there
fore can survive on a relatively small amount of food. 

Blessed with greater speed and agility and a more efficient digestive 
system, the even-toed ungulates so outdistanced their odd-toed relatives 
that171 species of even-toed ungulates presently roam the earth while the 
once dominant horses, rhinos and tapirs are now reduced to only 16 
species worldwide. Of course, many other more subtle factors also may 
have contributed to the success of the even-toed ungulates. 

Although many ruminants are plains animals, subsisting on grasses, 
most deer species are primarily browsers that strip leaves and twigs from 
woody plants. The dominant ruminants in the forests of the northern 
temperate zone, deer possess the long jaw line so typical of animals that 
need a large numberof teeth to chew a fibrous diet. A variety of deer living 
and extinct are common to both the New and Old Worlds but deer never 
invaded central and southern Africa and are unknown in Australia, long 
i.solated from the earth's other land masses. 

Camels, close relatives of the deer, evolved first in North America and 
migrated westward to Asia and Europe. Camels lived in the New World for 
millions of years before becoming extinct on this continent. 

The most obvious feature of the deer clan is the presence of antlers, 
usually in males only. Antlers, solid bony structures branching upward 
from the top of the skull, provide weapons for the males as they compete 
for females during the breeding season. Antlers are lost annually and 
regrown, often becoming larger as the deer ages, but they are seldom a 
good indicator of age. Antlers are considered a further development of 
the true horns of the cows and their kin. Unlike antlers, true horns are 
permanent, hollow, unbranched, covered with horn, and usually present 
in both sexes. · 

Like many mammals, deer started small and gradually got bigger. In
creased size has two advantages for a mammal-fewer predators and 
better control of body temperature. Today ungulates are typically the 
largest mammals in their habitat. 

The ancestors of modern deer not only were smaller, but many lacked 
antlers and some even had large canine tusks. The small barking deer of 
Asia still have tiny antlers that sprout from tall fleshy pedestals and still 
retain long canine tusks. The largest known deer was the Irish elk which 
stood ten feet tall with an antler spread of eight feet. (Imagine the Boone 
and Crocket score on that rack!) 
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Over most of its range, the 
whitetail is among the largest 
wild mammals. Large size 
reduces the number of predators \: , 
to which an animal is vulnerable. 
In South Carolina,man and stray ~Nl;}~.:l~i~ 
dogs pose the only major threats 
for an adult whitetail. 
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North America had its own giant moose which apparently never wan
dered as far south as the Carolinas and died out after the last Ice Age. A 
close relative of the living North American moose was identified from a 
single tooth unearthed in about 1915 near Charleston. The tooth is slightly 
larger with a flatter crown than the corresponding tooth of the modern 
moose. This specimen is now in the Charleston Museum. 

No clear fossil link between the modern whitetail and an earlier deer has 
been established, although some of the earliest fossil remains of the 
whitetail genus may perhaps be a slightly different species from the living 
deer. As yet no one is certain of the whitetail's most immediate ancestor 
and scientists are reluctant to go out on a paleontological limb without 
sufficient evidence. Sections of jawbone and pieces of antler, the type of 
isolated fossil material usually encountered, are not always considered 
sufficient to describe a new species. 

The deer clan in general creates problems for paleontologists, the 
people who study the fossil remains of prehistoric animals. Variation in the 
size and shape of deer antlers can be extreme. 

This variation may be the spice of the deer hunter's life but it's often a 
source of confusion to the scientist. An unusual fossil antler might be 
another species or might be just an unusual antler from a well-known 
species. Moreover, among living deer, only the males grow antlers (one 
exception being reindeer) so that a fossil skull with no evidence of antlers 
could be an antlerless species, or just a female of an antlered species. 
Someday the exact lineage of the white-tai led deer may be resolved, but 
for the moment it remains an interesting puzzle. 

White-tailed deer are such a recent development that their fossil re
mains occur only in very recent geological deposits. In South Carolina 
such deposits are common on the coast and inland along some river beds, 
but not in the Piedmont region. Consequently, fossil deer bones are quite 
numerous along the coast but not in the remainder of the state. 

As mentioned, the fossil remains of early whitetails generally are identi
cal to the skeletons of living deer. The living whitetail has been separated 
into a variety of subspecies including the diminutive key deer of the 
Florida Keys. South Carolina boasts three subspecies on each of three 
barrier islands, Bulls Island, Hilton Head Island and Hunting Island. These 
islands have been isolated from the mainland long enough for recogniza
ble differences in size and color to have developed. 

At the time Europeans first settled in South Carolina, deer apparently 
were abundant, judging by the number of deer hides shipped from 
Charleston in the early years of the colony. Whitetails later were all but 
exterminated in South Carolina but have made a remarkable comeback 
thanks to diligent management and restocking by South Carolina Wildlife 
and Marine Resources Department Game Biologists. 

Why did the whitetail appear so suddenly and so recently? Apparently 
conditions following the last Ice Age were conducive to a relatively small 
deer that could exploit the second growth edges of the North American 
temperate forest. As the forests were turned into farmland and the human 
population expanded, other native ungulates, the American bison and the 
elk,disappeared east of the Mississippi. The whitetail went through some 
tough times but held on in tiny woodlots and in the dark recesses of 
forested swamps. 

When deer hunters finally demanded protection for their favorite 
quarry, the whitetail's future was insured. Now whitetails find conditions 
ideal : small patches of brushy cover interspersed with acres of soybeans, 
corn and other row crops and pasture, and almost no predators other than 
man and free-running dogs. 

The product of millions of years of natural selection, white-tailed deer 
are extremely well-adapted to their environment. Honed by the ages, 
their speed, sharp senses and intelligence make them one of the big game 
hunter's greatest challenges. 
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a1ura - -ec1s1on 

by Gene Lyons 

"Of course, there are those who say that all hunting should 
cease and that photography and nature study alone should 
be directed toward wildlife. That sweet day may come, but 

at least no man who eats meats, wears furs or leather, or 
uses .any vestige of animal tissue, can consistently decry 

hunting,, for he is party to the crime 6f animal murder, and 
murder more brutal and ignoble than that of the chase." 
Saxton Pope, "Hunting With The Bow And Arrow", 1923 

In theory, there are natural and un
natural acts. Freed from necessity by 
money, and from the force of tradition 
by the national temper, Americans de
vote increasing amounts of time to de
bating which is which. 

Nature itself, what it is, what is is for, 
who can use it when and for what pur
poses, has become a hot political issue 
in many parts of the United States. 

The question of man's proper rela
tionship to the great outdoors has al
ways been close to the heart of the 
American experience, as illustrated by 
the writings of Thoreau, Cooper, Mel
ville, Emerson, Hemingway and others. 
Industrialism versus agrarianism or 
pastoralism was one of the most hotly 
debated philosophical and practical 

questions debated throughout the eigh
teenth and nineteenth centuries in 
Europe and America. Many historians 
believe the issue had a great deal to do 
with starting the Civil War; certainly it 
contributed to the propaganda used by 
each side in that event. 

Today, however, the term "natural" 
threatens to become the can't word of 
the Seventies. Even the brand of sham
poo I use advertises that it is not only 
"natural," but that using it is like 
"washing your hair in a fragrant moun
tain pool," and that I will emerge from 
the task "smelling as fresh as the first 
day of spring." In small print on the 
side of the bottle are listed ten chemical 
ingredients from sodium laureth sulfate 
to imidazolidinyl urea. Nobody is sup-

posed to read the fine print except 
cynics . Natural is supposed to be 
self-evident. 

But it isn't especially today. The cheap 
irony points to a large paradox: more 
Americans now live in cities than ever 
before . In 1940 the urban population of 
the country was only 56 percent. Now it 
is 75 percent and growing. City people 
are discovering, or in some cases redis
covering, the country. Nashville-style 
country music, which we used to hear 
only in the South, is now popular in 
such unlikely places as New York and 
San Francisco. 

Even the image of the place that calls 
itself Music City USA has changed. 
Nashville, once considered rustic, now 
seems more like a down home version 
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of Hollywood, a breaker of simple 
hearts and dreams of fame . 

Land values in rural New England, 
Appalachia, the Ozarks and the moun
tain west are going sky high. Some 
areas are experiencing their first popula
tion growth since the Civil War. Pic
turesque mountain and seaside proper
ties have gone out of the reach of all but 
the very well-off and the government. 

When it comes to being natural, how
ever, no place is like California. Nature 
worship, in the form of what I call Sierra 
Club Pantheism, was practically in
vented there . 

Photographic posters of beautiful 
places with poetic inscriptions are as 
common on apartment walls in the San 
Francisco area as portraits of the Blessed 
Virgin in Rome. Wilderness, with ticks, 
chiggers, copperheads, water moccasins 
and similar pests not taken into ac
count, is the biggest theme park of them 
all. Nature is good; by doing our best to 
become one with it we hope to become 
like Adam before the fall, guiltless and 
innocent of sin. Instead of building 
churches, we ought to create more wil
derness areas and hiking trails. Future 
anthropologists will probably study 
places like the Great Smokies National 
Park and Point Reyes National Seashore 
in California as they now study Indian 
burial mounds. 

I do not wish to appear too skeptical 
or to mock the entire environmental 
movement. But at the same time city
dwelling enthusiasts are rediscovering 
the idea of the wilderness as a refuge 
from the sins of man, there is a directly 
related boom in the manufacture and 
sale of backpacks, tents, pickup trucks, 
four-wheel-drive units, campers, all
terrain vehicles and vans . An even more 
fundamental difficulty lies in outboard 
motors, fishing equipment and li
censes, hunting permits, bows, arrows, 
shotguns, rifles and ammunition. The 
U. S. Fish and Wildlife says that 25.2 
million hunting permits were sold in 
1976, an increase of 6.5 million over 1964. 
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The woods and fields get more 
crowded every year, often by persons 
with very different ideas of truth and 
beauty. To a large and apparently in
creasing number of Americans, the 
sport of hunting seems unnatural, even 
barbaric, but more people are hunting 
than ever. Conflict is inevitable. 

Things being as they are, the land on 
which the bitterest fights are held is 

Once man #unbalances" 
a wilderness area for 

agricultural purposes, only 
near desertion and the 

passage of time 
will restore it. 

often government land. The story of the 
deer herd at California Point Reyes Na
tional Seashore, then, is a story likely to 
be repeated elsewhere in the country as 
similar arguments are joined. In detail, 
however, the story is all Marin County, 
the wealthy suburban area just north of 
San Francisco's Golden Gate Bridge, 
where a clear majority holds attitudes 
that might have been described as 
"counter-cultural" ten years ago. 

Similar cases have occurred in the re
cent past. What got me interested in 
Point Reyes was the well-publicized 
dispute over deer hunting in the Great 
Swamp National Wildlife Refuge in New 
Jersey. There officials of the U. S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service had proposed a 
public lottery hunt as a means of control
ling a deer overpopulation problem in 
the refuge, located smack in the middle 
of the Morris County suburbs about 25 
miles west of New York City. 

The Great Swamp was once the bed of 
a glacial during the last ice age, and now 
comprises the headwaters of the Passaic 
River, an unimpressive little stream 
which by the time it finishes its mean
derings through industrial northern 
New Jersey to emerge in Newark Bay, 

becomes one of the half dozen most pol
luted rivers in the world. The refuge exits 
because an attempt was made in the late 
1950's to locate a major airport there, 
rapidly turning the local commuters and 
realtors into "environmentalists." Once 
the swampland was safely deeded to the 
federal government, the low wooded 
ridges in the vicinity continued to fill up 
with executives and their kin. Soon the 
refuge itself was the only suitable habitat 
left for the native Virginia whitetail deer. 

Hunting was made illegal. As the re
fuge comprises only 6,000 acres, all large 
carnivores save the suburban dog dis
appeared. The deer herd began to grow 
far beyond the carrying capacity of the 
range. From 120 animals in 1964-5 the 
population grew to about 360 in 1970-71 
when the hunt was first proposed. By 
1973, with the hunt blocked by lawsuits, 
the number had increased to an esti
mated 590 deer. Studies by Fish and 
Wildlife biologists had established that 
the refuge could support only about 250 
deer through the winter. 

Starvation was not only predicted by 
experts if the hunt was not held, it was 
actually documented. In March 1974 a 
biologist from the University of Connec
ticut found two young bucks weighing 
42 and 58 pounds. Normal weight for 
animals their age in New Jersey would 
be about 100 pounds. Both were too 
weak to walk; in spite of hand feeding 
they died within days. Autopsies 
blamed hunger. A search later that year 
found 24 animals dead of the same cause. 

Nor were the survivors doing much 
better. Many suffered virus-induced 
tumors that were a direct result of over
crowding in the competition for food . 
One doe was found carrying a 
grapefruit-sized fibroma on her head 
that blinded her on one side; another, 
who was rescued from a dog pack, 
turned out to have over 13 pounds of 
tumors between her legs that kept her 
from getting away. Nutritional dwarf
ism, tapeworms, lungworms and 
hookworm-induced peritonitis were 



found common among animals 
examined by a state pathologist after the 
hunt was finally held . 

Even in the face of such evidence, and 
despite a highly visible browse line 
(caused by the deer having eaten every
thing they could reach), groups attempt
ing to have the hunt called off kept the 
matter in federal courts until the morn
ing of the event. Besides arguing that 
the hunt would cause "irreparable loss 
of animal life" and be "unnecessarily 
cruel to the deer," protesters alleged that 
hunters walking through the refuge 
would damage plant life. Bird watchers, 
in theory, they held to have lighter 
treads than hunters. 

When the word went forth that the 
hunt would be permitted , de
monstrators at the site responded with 
boos, jeers and catcalls, among other 
things impugning the sexual prowess of 
the gunmen, according to the usual 
dime store Freudian assumption that 
men hunt because the gun is a symbolic 
penis. Although the Fish and Wildlife 
Service regards the hunt as a success, 
anti-hunting groups such as the 
Humane Society of the United States, 
the Friends of Animals, the Fund for 
Animals and a local group that called 
itself DEER (Deer, Ecology, Environ
ment and Resoun::es, Inc.) have con
tinued to institute legal challenges of a 
nuisance sort in each succeeding year. 

Given the evidence in the Great 
Swamp, I think one is justified in turn
ing toward the preservationists a ques
tion most often directed at hunters : 
how, if they love animals as they say 
they do, can so many well-intentioned 
persons have maintained so hurtful and 
foolish a position for as long as they 
did? Before trying to answer that ques
tion, I took a trip to California. 

Point Reyes National Seashore is lo
cated just 30 miles northwest of San 
Francisco. Dedicated in 1966, the park is 
indeed a vision of paradise as the pas
toral mind imagines it. Separated from 
the heavily populated Marin County 

suburbs by the coastal mountains and 
the long, narrow finger of Tamales Bay 
(under which runs the famous San An
dreas fault), the Seashore consists of 
64,000 acres of cliff-skirted ocean 
beaches, fir and pine covered moun
tains, rolling pasture, brushland and 
several jewel-like freshwater lakes. 

Native California blacktail deer, bob
cat, fox, badger, skunk, beaver and even 

To an increasing number 
of Americans, the sport 

of hunting seems unnatural, 
even barbaric. 

some mountain lions exist there in vary
ing numbers, as do over 300 species of 
birds, including numerous ducks, 
swan, pelicans, heron, falcon, hawks 
and eagles. Sea otter, seals and sea lions 
abound in the rocky coves; fresh and 
saltwater fish and shellfish abound . In 
late autumn great herds of California 
gray whales pass just offshore on their 
way to mating grounds off Baja Califor
n ia. Even so, dairy farming and cattle 
ranching continue under agreements 
worked out with the former owners . 
Some of the ranchers, inded, come from 
families that have been on the land 
since California was part of Mexico. 

Surrounded mostly by agricultural 
and state park land, Point Reyes is run 
by the National Park Service, which 
seeks direction from a panel appointed 
by the Interior Department to oversee a 
number . of area parks comprising the 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area, 
or GGNRA. There is so much parkland 
in the San Francisco area that a traveler 
can enter public land in the city and 
journey to the tip of Point Reyes without 
leaving government property. 

The Seashore has over a million 
visitors annually, most of them on 

weekends from April through October. 
Wmter weather is often cold, foggy and 
wet, especially near the ocean. Swim
ming is forbidden because the surf is 
rock-strewn and rough, with vicious 
tides and water too cold for pleasure 
bathing anyway. 

The Seashore is bounded on the south 
by the hamlet of Bolinas, a community 
which, did it not exist, would seem the 
invention of a novelist seeking to satirize 
the excesses of the Northern California 
"counter-culture." Ever since an oil spill 
drew the residents' attention to the 
precariousness of their seeming isola
tion from the modem world, Bolinas has 
been a town in turmoil. 

The town used to pump raw sewage 
into an adjacent shallow tidal lagoon 
that separates them from its neighbor, 
Stinson Beach. When the State Depart
ment of Health demanded that it stop 
and proposed a large sewer project that 
would have opened the way for real es
tate development, local Zero Growth 
advocates seized control of the Public 
Utilities District and refused to issue 
new water permits, in effect preventing 
all construction in the area. A lawsuit 
filed by property owners excluded from 
building on their lots have been tied up 
in Federal Courts for years . 

So hostile are the locals to "straight" 
outsiders, that an attempt was made a 
couple of years ago to prevent anybody 
from entering Bolinas by car who did 
not live there. State highway and park 
officials have long since given up trying 
to erect signs indicating the whereab
outs of Bolinas or the southern entrance 
to the National Seashore. Local resi
dents tear them down as soon as they go 
up. The town has even put a "Dead 
End" sign at the head of the road lead
ing into the Seashore. 

One local writer who wrote a favora
ble article on Bolinas as a pleasant place 
to settle for a newspaper in San Rafael 
had his house and car vandalized, got 
threatening phone calls at all hours, and 
was eventually fon::ed to leave. One can 
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imagine, to anticipate myself just a bit, 
how Bolinas would have responded to 
the arrival of deer hunters in a National 
Seashore it prefers to think of as a vast 
private preserve of its own. 

All this in spite of the fact, as 
documented by a local writer named 
Orville Schell who has written a book 
celebrating Bolinas as a hip, mellow 
paradise, that ftilly 75 percent of the 
town's residents have moved there from 
somewhere else within the past five 
years. At the time he took his survey in 
1974, 20 percent of Bolinas' staunch de
fenders of localism had lived there less 
than a year. 

As events have turned out, local sen
timent in Bolinas and surrounding 
communities has had a lot more to do 
with the question of hunting animals for 
sport and with the Point Reyes deer herd 
than it should have. Faced with the 
choice of antagonizing some locals or 
disappointing numerous California 
sportsmen, the Park Service fudged it, 
choosing in essence to rule against the 
side likeliest to abide peacefully by the 
law and pursue its recreation elsewhere . 
In so doing it may have set an ominous 
precedent for hunters everywhere 
whose interests collide with sentimental 
animal lovers' generally misinformed 
and half thought out notions about what 
is good for wild animal populations. 

Fortunately, Point Reyes' deer pro
blem i~- not yet so critical as the Great 
Swamp's, although in the long run it 
could prove far more difficult. The deer 
in the New Jersey case were natives 
and, surrounded by shopping centers 
and suburban tract housing, had 
nowhere to go. Short of an epidemic 
that might have wiped out the entire 
herd, a boom and bust cycle of over
population and starvation might have 
been tolerated there so long as area res
idents got used to the spectacle of gaunt 
and sickly animals emerging to eat their 
ornamental shrubs and trees. 

The Point Reyes deer are exotics, 
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European fallow deer (dama dama dama) 
and Asian axis deer (axis axis axis) native 
to India and Ceylon. Both species were 
released in the area by a local doctor in 
1947 and kept under control, once small 
herds were established, by hunting. 
"Back when I was a kid," a local 
sportsman in his early thirties told me, 
"it was like a hunter's paradise out there. 
Fishing, camping, three kinds of deer, 

How, if the preservationists 
love animals, can they have 
maintained so hurtful and 

foolish a position for 
so long a time? 

cottontails, jackrabbits, duck, quail. The 
fallow deer were the hardest of all; they 
were smarter than the natives." 

Fallow deer are easy to find today 
Since hunting was effectively halted in 
the park in 1970, the population has 
grown vastly and the animals have lost 
much of their natural fear of humans. 
When park resource manager John Aho 
drew up his first wildlife management 
plan in 1975, he estimated that there 
were roughly 500 of each exotic species 
on the pastoral lands of the Seashore. 
Since these animals compete directly 
with sheep and cattle for food , the deer 
were about to become an economic 
problem for some of the ranchers . 

Both species thrive in their new 
habitat and are not prey to the diseases 
of the natives. Left unmolested and with 
no real pressure from predators each 
could be expected, Aho found, to double 
its herd size every 2½ years. Unlike all 
native North American deer, which 
browse on shrubs, bushes and small 
trees along forest borders and in clear
ings, both the axis and fallow deer are 
grazers and subsist entirely on grasses. 
In the dry months of late summer the 

native deer often graze too, and speci
mens autopsied by Aho show almost no 
kidney fat at all, leading him to suspect 
that the exotics do in fact compete with 
the natives more significantly during the 
most difficult time of the year than had 
previously been suspected, but as yet 
Aho has insufficient data to prove this. 

But the exotics do compete directly 
with sheep and cattle. For every two 
exotics grazing their land, ranchers lose 
one cow or two sheep they might other
wise feed . With just 1,000 exotics the 
problem was supportable. If nothing 
were done for ten years, though, Aho 
knew, the 1,000 deer would become 
16,000 and the ranchers would be put out 
of business. 

Astonishing as it may seem, and these 
are my projections of Aho' s figures, 1,000 
exotics doubling themselves every two 
and one-half years would become, by 
1995, 256,000 exotics. This would be 
roughly four animals for every acre of the 
National Seashore. 

Added to the native deer also on hand, 
these figures prove that long before the 
Nineties Point Reyes would have a prob
lem much worse than that of the Great 
Swamp. Even before starvation oc
curred, over-grazing would at the very 
least have caused damaging erosion in a 
very hilly area prone to frequent drought 
and heavy Pacific rainstorms. 

Far likelier, and even more upsetting, 
was the prospect of migration. Unlike 
the Great Swamp, Point Reyes offers no 
significant barriers to the exotics 
spreading beyond the confines of the 
park itself. Indeed the fallow deer, more 
adventurous and solitary-natured than 
their Asian cousins, have already 
crossed the mountains and turned up in 
Mill Valley, a suburban community far 
from the park. To the north along the 
mountain ridge there is ample open 
country into which the animals might 
spread, a daunting prospect for anyone 
familiar with the impact of successful 
exotics upon both agriculture and na-



tive wildlife populations . Indeed 
California law now forbids the intro
duction or transportation of exotics into 
agricultural areas . 

But the deer are beautiful, and a Na
tional Seashore is not a wilderness area: 
human recreation is supposed to be one 
of its important functions . To remove all 
exotics, as the membership and scien
tific staff of the Point Reyes Bird Obser
vatory proposed, struck the Park Service 
as excessive. Unlike the native deer, the 
exotics are not nocturnal, and many vis
itors like to look at them. Some people 
even object to the Park Service's plan to 
re-introduce the native Tule elk to a 
fenced area at the end of the peninsula. 
Why introduce another large grass eater 
to an already overcrowded range? But 
the Tule elk is an endangered species 
whose primary difficulty today is lack of 
suitable habitat. 

The re-introduction of predators is 
impossible. Mountain lions are highly 
territorial; no matter how much food 
there is the Seashore already has as 
many as it can accommodate. Wolves 
and bears would not have enough room 
and are incompatible with the popula
tion density in the surrounding area. 
Once man "unbalances" a wilderness 
area for agricultural purposes, nothing 
will restore it except near desertion and 
the passage of a great deal of time . Deer 
thrive in such a habitat; large carnivores 
do not. Nature knows no steady states. 

The Point Reyes National Seashore is 
as artificial creation as New York's Cen
tral Park, and ecologically speaking, 
much more complex. The bureaucracy 
that would manage it according to 
human tastes is necessarily large; exper
tise is required . Keeping the park ir\ 
order requires federal dollars . Federal 
dollars come from elected officials. The 
Park Service, therefore, like most 
bureaucracies, is customarily timid . 

If you have read this far in the expec
tation of a dramatic clash of principles 
and of contemporary American tribes, a 

serio-comic confrontation between the 
Bolinas Freaks and the National Rifle 
Association, perhaps, you will be dis
appointed. After going through the 
motions of holding public hearings
hearings at which sportsmen support
ing a carefully managed lottery hunt 
outnumbered the opposition by far
the Park Service arrived at the perfect 
contemporary solution. Although 

The literature of the 
anti-hunting movement 
portrays hunters as evil 

and bloodthirsty persons 
who enjoy torturi~g 
innocent creatures. 

thousands of California private citizens 
would have willingly paid for lottery 
tickets and permits to be allowed to 
hunt the deer, the rangers were told to 
kill the animals themselves- at tax
payer expense. 

John Aho is not happy about it, but 
he is a loyal public servant. He quit 
hunting for sport 15 years ago . In the 
past two years, however, he has shot 
and butchered, often after pursuing 
with a Jeep, over 200 deer. Already tag
ged as "tree pigs" by some locals, Aho 
and his fellow rangers are often dis
dained by persons who think they 
enjoy the job. 

"You wouldn' t believe it," he says, 
"but you get inured to it-the gore, the 
animals dying. It's like working in a 
slaughterhouse." 

Aho spares the rangers who dislike 
the task intensely from having to do it; 
although he is not happy about it him
self he is also an excellent and rapid shot 
and feels compelled to take part in every 
hunt. But he was given no extra funds 
to do the job and admits that the pro
gram has been less than a success. 

The axis deer, which stay together in 

large herds and can be pushed into the 
back of a canyon with Jeeps where there 
is a road they are afraid to cross, have 
been brought fairly well under control. 
The rangers cut them down as they 
stampede back into the guns. J3ut the 
fallow deer, Aho says, are completely 
beyond his ability to manage them 
under the current program. He esti
mates that there are now over 1,200 
within the park boundaries alone and 
that he has no idea how far they are 
likely to spread. Keep tuned. 

Of course nobody there will admit it 
in so many words, but it is clear that the 
decision to have the rangers attempt to 
thin the herd by themselves-the first 
time anywhere the Park Service has un
dertaken such an operation-was made 
to avoid bad publicity. Sportsmen's 
groups even in Marin County are for the 
most part, culturally conservative and 
law-abiding. It was no doubt feared that 
anti-hunting activists and Bolinas 
ideologues, serving in their own minds 
a higher cause, would not be so peace
ful . Had a lottery hunt been held, diffi
culty could have been expected. 

But should avoiding difficulty have 
been so important? The California De
partment of Fish and Game thinks so . A 
spokesman in Sacramento told me that 
the San Francisco area has the heaviest 
concentration of anti-hunting groups in 
the state, and that many city people 
cannot be reasoned with on the subject. 
"We try not to raise a red flag," he said . 
He explained that since hunters in that 
part of the state are a widely misun
derstood minority, the agency wants to 
do nothing to increase the chances of 
one of California's initiated referen
dums getting on a general election bal
lot with movie stars leading an effort to 
ban sport hunting altogether. 

Class no doubt plays a part too. I can 
remember once going to a stormy town 
meeting in a rural part of New England 
where a combination of professors from 
a nearby college and vacation home 
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owners from Boston and Hartford tried 
to pass a law forbidding the generally 
poorer natives of the area from continu
ing to hunt deer, grouse and snowshoe 
hare, as they had always done. I was 
convinced that revolutions start from 
that kind of anger. 

But the politics of nature have gotten 
so sophisticated in California that issues 
are thrashed out by experienced attor
neys and professional employees of 
various interest groups rather than by 
individual citizens representing them
selves and their neighbors. Often they 
employ code to disguise just what they 
really mean. 

Take the Bay Area Chapter of the 
Sierra Club, for example. Like the Na
tional Wildlife Federation, the Audubon 
Society, the Izaak Walton League and 
other broad-based conservation organi
zations, the Sierra Club's national pol
icy supports sport hunting in what it 
calls "degraded ecosystems," places 
where human activity has had enough 
impact to make wildlife management 
necessary for the continued well-being 
of species. 

But the local chapter is a hotbed of 
anti-hunting sentiment. Rather than 
break with the national-fierce battles 
have been fought over the issue 
before-the local group spoke of a con
cern for safety and for the precedent: 
having a hunt would make the Park 
Service·• like a woman who agrees to 
whore for a million dollars and has lost 
her ability to say no to a smaller offer. So 
the Park Service, having allowed the 
fallow deer to be killed, would have to 
allow quail and ducks next. 

Ever since I started to hunt I have 
been confused by the passion of people 
who object to it on principle. It is no use 
to argue that the Park Service has con
ducted safe hunts in places like the 
Kaibab National Forest, Yellowstone 
and Grand Teton National Parks for 
more than fifty years; or that a job that 
could be done without incident on 6,000 
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acres in the densely populated New Jer
sey suburbs could somehow be ac
complished on 64,000 acres in a gener
ally rural part of California. 

But hunter safety has no more to do 
with the feelings of anti-hunting ac
tivists than do facts and reason. Cases 
like the Great Swamp and the Point 
Reyes deer herds, it is important to 
note, are unique only in that what has 

The modem hunter chooses 
to remind himself 

where meat comes from; 
he knows he cannot exist 

without his prey, and so, in 
his way, he loves it. 

happened there would happen in most 
North American habitats if hunting 
were banned. By making the case one 
hopes to reach persons who, although 
they may not wish to hunt themselves, 
and may even find the idea personally 
upsetting, are still capable of reason. I 
do not hunt deer myself, but I and many 
sportsmen would participate in such a 
closely supervised hunt as much for 
the public service as for the experience. 

Such feelings, however, are rarely 
understood by anti-hunters, for reasons 
I did not really understand until I had 
been in Bolinas awhile. A woman very 
active in local affairs explained that she 
realized the deer herd needed to be 
culled, but that it was "psychologically 
cleaner not to have people out there hav
ing fun shooting deer." The answer to 
the question I asked earlier about the 
New Jersey anti-hunters who loved deer 
to death by starvation: it is not so much 
thay they love animals more, but that 
they love their fellow man less. 

The literature of the anti-hunting 
movement portrays hunters as evil and 
bloodthirsty persons who enjoy tortur
ing innocent creatures. TV Guide colum-

nist Cleveland Amory calls with bitter 
humor for a "Hunt the Hunters Hunt 
Club"; Friends of Animals talks about 
what it calls "the kill-for-kicks boys" and 
says that the" destroyers of . .. life must, 
in turn be destroyed - preferably by 
legal due process." 

Amory, though, is the Anita Bryant of 
the anti-hunting movement. His silly 
book on the subject, Man Kind?, is full of 
class and regional bigotry-all 
Southerners, for example, are depicted 
as dumb sadists. Furthermore he is a 
bully, never mentioning the sport's ar
ticulate defenders, but taking delight in 
proving again and again that most small 
town newspaper hunting and fishing 
columns are written by persons perhaps 
better at outdoor activities than literary ' 
ones. 

The result is as if one set out to learn all 
about the romantic techniques of Ameri
can men by consulting pornographic 
magazines and examining police rape 
files . The ugliest deeds of backwoods 
criminals-persons who wound, tor
ture, dismember and burn wild animals 
alive-are held up as if law-abiding, 
license-holding hunters approved of it, 
as are such habits as poaching, road 
shooting, hunting with airplanes and 
snowmobiles, drunken sign shooting, 
littering and the deliberate killing of pets 
and livestock. 

Amory also pretends that such ac
tivities can best be controlled by the 
elimination of licensed sport hunting. 
As it is, hunters and fishermen contrib
ute through taxes on their equipment 
and license fees almost all the money 
used by states and the federal govern
ment for the well-being of wild animals. , 

Not surprisingly, Amory nowhere in 
his book makes reference to the quite 
popular custom of meat-eating. To do so 
would lead him into foolish contradic
tions. Anybody who eats meat, or for 
that matter who wears leather or keeps a 
dog or cat, has by so doing deprived 
himself of his only philosophically 



defensible argument against hunting. 
The idea that Nature is Good and man is 
capable of participating or not participat
ing in killing as he wishes is an 
inhumane form of sentimentality. It is 
inhumane because it removes ethical 
responsibility for our fellow creatures 
from the civilized mind of man where it 
originated to a child's world of dreams. 

If one chooses to imagine that the in
dividual rabbit, for example, has a soul, 
then one must conclude that Nature is in 
fact evil, because more than 80 percent of 
all rabbits die each winter whether men 
hunt them or not, in spite of a potential 
life span of several years. That is why 
rabbits are famous for what they are fa
mous for. 

Men kill and men die. One can no 
longer avoid that than one can walk 
without touching the earth, whether 
one chooses to kid oneself by buying 
animal flesh frozen and wrapped in 
plastic or by making park rangers into 
slaughterhouse workers. Even vegeta
rians are involved in the modem world. 
The com and wheat belts of the Mid
west could produce little if they were 
still roamed by millions of bison . Mow
ing the lawn eliminates habitat for small 
mammals and birds. Draining swamps 
kills mosquitoes. It also kills fish, tur
tles, otters and frogs. 

Anti-hunters not only think hunting 
is murder, they also believe it is a vio
lent and angry pasttime that hurts those 
who practice it. The Humane Society of 
the United States, for example, says it 
looks to "a generation of adults who will 
no longer have any wish, desire or will
ingness to kill any living creature purely 
for pleasure and recreation." 

I rather doubt that very few persons 
who get cheap thrills from killing ani
mals got that way from sport hunting, 
but, in any case, the argument is a per
fect example of selective puritanism and 
ought to be recognized as such. "No 
good man," it says "should be allowed 
to enjoy himself in a manner that I do 

not understand and approve of." You 
can bet that if this outfit ever takes a 
vote on whether to eat meat at its con
vention luncheons, that sirloin will stop 
being a pleasure and be a necessity. 

"One does not hunt in order to kill," 
Ortega Y Gassett said, "one kills in 
order to have hunted ." At its best, hunt
ing has ritual overtones: in the death of 
the animal one sees one's own death. 

I have never been around 
sportsmen who did not 

shun men who were 
aggressive in the field or 

who derived obvious 
pleasure from killing itself. 

"Hunting," Ortega argues, "is an oc
currence between two animals . . . one 
the hunter and one the hunted." The 
modem hunter chooses to remind him
self where meat comes from; he knows 
he cannot exist without his prey, and so, 
in his way, he loves it. That is why the 
proper sportsman puts limits on himself 
to prevent the contest's becoming too 
unequal, like what the rangers have to 
do at Point Reyes. If sportsman's groups 
spent more time decrying technological 
abuses and piggish behavior by the 
minority and less time on the silly claim 
that hunting has some mysterious con
nection with manliness and Ameri
canism, others might be persuaded. 

I have never been around hunters 
who did not shun men who were ag
gressive in the field or who derived ob
vious pleasure from killing itself. (There 
is a natural limit-playing by the 
rules-to a man's ability to kill game. In 
Arkansas, where I live, the rabbit sea
son runs from October 1 to February 15. 
Anybody who hunts after Christmas 
can hardly be in it for the killing. By 
February there are so few rabbits left, 
and would be whether they were hunted 

by men or not, that it is often hard to find 
enough to exercise the dogs.) If killing 
were the point of hunting most people 
would give it up out of boredom. 

Hunters and non-hunters share an in
terest in the protection of habit~t. The 
anti-hunting movement only ·contri
butes to confusion and the weakening 
of the movement for environmental 
preservation with its divisive and self
righteous foolishness . It is almost im
possible to manage a park, preserve or 
wildnemess to benefit game animals 
without benefiting other species also. 

Thirty-five species of mammals are 
legally hunted in the United States; 
more than 800 are not. For birds the fig
ures are 74 and over 700 . No en
dangered species is hunted legally, and 
according to the National Wildlife Fed
eration, no species was ever put on that 
list by modem, i.e. twentieth century 
sport hunting. Many species-wild tur
key, antelope, deer, bear-have been 
brought from relative scarcity to abun
dance through game management sup
ported and paid for by hunters. 

More deer by far are killed by au
tomobiles than by all the hunters in 
America. Sad, but not tragic. lragedy 
would be if man were so blind to his 
responsibility to wild species that there 
were not so many as to blunder into the 
roads. The deer is not innocent unless 
the world is guilty. Deer are animals; 
they have no individual moral 
natures. 

To us wild animals are an enigma, 
permanently other, seeming whole and 
free of contradiction only because we 
have invented the terms. They live and 
die like us, and we are implicated in 
what happens to them by the power we 
have over them. In the long run we are 
likelier to be kept sane by the example 
of those among us who can tolerate the 
ambiguity of life and death than by the 
childish visions of half-informed 
Jeremiahs preaching the guilt of every
body else. 
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Hunting a frosted field over a sleek pointing dog should 
be an experience passed on through generations. But 
with our declining quail populations, a generation 
of youngsters may never have a covey rise to startle 
them and not even realize what they have missed. 

by John Davis 
photography by Ted Borg and Art Carter 

Reb was a gun dog, born of breeding to hunt the small 
brown birds men named bobwhite quail. He was not so 
unlike the thousands of dogs before him, nor those that 
followed, except to the boy who hunted over him, loved him 
and grew to manhood while he grew old. 

He was the answer to a boy's dream, a stalwart friend and 
trusted companion, a mythical , magical creature whose 
smooth ground-covering stride, deep chest and broad head 
betrayed his bloodline's sire, The Haberdasher, a national 
field trial champion pointer. A closer working Brittany 
spaniel or English setter might have been better suited for a 
freckled-faced youth afoot, but neither the boy or the dog 
had any choice. Their meeting was determined years earlier 
by the boy's father and another pointing dog named Hank. 

In the late Thirties, a man with an understanding bride and 
a good dog could afford a few shells for an afternoon of quail 
hunting. A place called Elim in Florence County was near 
heaven for a fellow so inclined. Folks knew each other 
closely, respected and shared the land. Bobwhite quail were 
plentiful then and no one minded if a polite neighbor took his 
fast-working dog down in the corner field . 

Hank was a rawboned pointer with style . As the best 
product of a deliberate cross between a headstrong sire and a 
timid bitch, he matured with the better traits of both . His 
local reputation grew quickly . No one doubted his nose for birds . 



A broomsedge covey, 
two hard running dogs 
and a familiar hunting 
companion are all that 
can be hoped for by any 
quail hunter. Pointers, 
Jack, owned by John T. 
Pirie of Chicago, Illinois 
and Super, owned by 
Dr. S. S. McGarjty of 
Augusta, Georgia. 
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There were soon more invitations to "come on over and 
hunt on my place" than master and dog could handle . When 
a man from out-of-town offered $250 cash to add the dog to 
his kennels, it was considered as a compliment, not a deal to 
ponder over. 

After four quick seasons, Hank and his master were 
separated as the nation entered World War 11. Upon the 
master's return in 1945, he was told that the dog had died. A 
move to Columbia and a career in statewide automotive sales 
left little time for hunting and even less for training a new 
dog. But the memories of Hank, frost-covered mornings and 
the thrill of a bursting covey rise remained and were passed to 
the man' son . 

At first , the boy was allowed to accompany his father only 
on squirrel hunts to an uncle's farm . On his twelfth Christmas 
a new 20 gauge lay under the tree and the hunts soon 
increased to include doves and occasionally quail with the 
father's clients in towns like St. Matthews and Swansea. 

The boy walked the fields with his father and the other 
men, listening to their easy conversation and laughter that 
put the troubles of the world into their proper perspective . 
Out in front, the dogs crisscrossed the field and skirted its 
edges, stopping only for a second sniff at some particular 
piece of brush or to notice a hand signal from their owner. 

Then it would happen . One of the dogs would break 
stride, quicken its twitching tail and scour the ground with its 
nose like a vacuum cleaner gone beserk. Abruptly, the entire 
animal would stiffen as it pinpointed the hiding covey. 

Talk among the men would take on an excited tone . 
"Ham's got that covey locked in! Look at Bandit, she's on 
them too! Come on up here boy They'll probably fl )h toward 
that bottom yonder." 

Brushy areas along a branch always seemed a favorite 
escape route for startled birds . When three or more men 
hunted together, positions were always rotated so that no 
one was continually stuck in the middle or on the uphill side 
where shooting was likely to be limited. Unless a bird flew 
straight away from these positions, a shot could not be taken 
without endangering the other hunters . 

After the boy proved he could choose his shots safely, his 
turn at the favored position seemed to come more often . Yet, 
no matter how closely he looked or how sparse the ground 
cover, the huddled birds were invisible . Regardless of his 
preparation , at the dog owner's "Ready?", the resulting whir 
of wings would startle the boy slightly. A slap on the back or 
compliment followed a clean shot, polite ribbing or cautious 
advice .sometimes came after a miss . 

Put it all together and it was quail hunting - a sport fit for 
royalty . The only way for a fellow to improve upon it would 
be to hunt over a dog he had trained himself. 

In the fall of 1960, only months before the boy's fifteenth 
birthday, his father called home and told him to go to a 
kennel across town and pick a dog of his own . Boy and 
pup singled out each other instantly. 

The pup named Commander Rebel Doone was larger than 
his littermates and promised to be a big pointer just like Hank 
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Far Left: Few creatures can 
match the intensity of a gun dog 
on point. Brittany spaniel, Rory, 
owned by Coot Wooten of St. 
Stephens, South Carolina. Left: 
There is always a brief jolt when 
the tension of a solid point 
explodes with the covey rise . 
John Clark of St. Stephens and 
John Langston of Charleston, 
South Carolina hunting ~ver 
Jack and Super. 
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Above: Duke, owned by C. Oliver 
lslen III of Middleburg, Virginia, 
shows the broad head and strong 
features of the classic pointer. 
Right: Walter Gourdine of 
Medway Plantation is one of the 
few remaining hunting horse 
handlers in South Carolina. Most 
quail hunters now cover the fields 
afoot with their dogs . 



had been . Reb was nearly pure white except for an oval liver 
patch in the center of his head which wrinkled when he 
fought with a playful finger or engaged in whatever deep 
thoughts dogs are capable of thinking. 

With the new pup came a book on dog care and another 
book on bird dog training and some free advice from the 
boy's father. "If a bird hunter is lucky, he will own one special 
dog in a lifetime. You never know when that dog might come 
along, so, treat each one as though it were the best dog you'll 
ever have ." 

The first season was spent teaching the pup basic 
commands. Fetch with a rubber ball or pine cone was a snap, 
but the "sit, stay and whoa" parts of the daily games took a bit 
more patience from both dog and master. 

By the end of the first season, the young dog had managed 
to "bust up" two coveys and point a few singles . His best 
pointing style was shown on a "stink sparrow." 

By the following season Reb and the boy were hunting 
almost every day. After school, the routine was to head for 
the small openings and canebreaks between the nearby clay 
pits and the rive~. This was close hunting which demanded 
all the skills that boy and dog could muster. 

When found in openings along the railroad tracks that 
bordered the river, the birds would rocket into the thick 
canes and briar tangles. A quick shot had to be snapped off to 
reach the intended target and a dog had to be willing to 
bloody more than the tip of his tail to retrieve a downed bird. 

Occasionally, the boy's father went along, but the usual 
companions were boys such as the two Wood brothers or 
Russell Tyler. Only young fellows could be happy wading a 
creek or tearing through briars for the chance to shoot quail. 
These were great times for all, except for the covey rise when 
Russell bit through and swallowed his first cigar. / 

Reb's lot as a riverbank cane breaker was permanently 
elevated when the boy passed his driver's examination . 
Hunting trips were expanded to include a half-day hunt on 
the uncle's old farm off Bluff Road. Pre-dawn rides to Rutt 
Thomas's dairy at Cope or Russell's family place near Estill 
provided a full day's outing. 

Instead of small open patches along the railroad, Reb now 
hunted corn and soybean fields . Birds usually held tight for 
the dog and singles didn 't always disappear into thick 
brush as the river coveys had done . This was quail 
hunting supreme. 

Estill soon became the favorite hunting spot and it didn't 
take long to establish the range and habits of every covey. 
Each group of birds was named according to its usual 
location. The day began with the "homeplace" covey near the 
site of the old farm house . Then came the "bay thicket" and 
the "back field" birds along the branch . Lunch was spent with 
the "cypress pond" birds or the "lovers' land" covey. So went 
the day, until the circuit was completed with the "laurel bay" 
birds, less than a quarter mile down the road from where the 
hunt had begun. 

Stopping at Bobby's house before the long ride back to 
Columbia also became a part of the ritual. Bobby worked on 

Horses or jeeps are the fastest and easiest way to hunt the wide 
broomsedge fields still present on some private quail lands . 
Hunters Bob Hartman and Coot Wooten dismount and walk in 
for the covey rise . English setters, Lady and Porgy,owned by 
Mrs. Gertrude Legendre of Medway Plantation near Mt. Holly, 
South Carolina. 
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the farm for Russell's father and would promptly dress the 
quail in exchange for a couple of rabbits that had been shot 
while Reb was working in another direction . 

Reb and the soft-spoken black man had a true affection for 
each other. Bobby was always generous with a good 
ear scratching. Extra praise and a scrap of meat or corn
bread were sometimes added when the hunt had gone 
particularly well. 

"Yes suh," Bobby would say, "Mr. Quail is ginnamin's 
game and Mr. Reb is ginnamin's dog." · 

The bpys grew into young men and went away to college . 
Time between hunts lengthened, but the coveys at Estill were 
waiting on special weekends and holiday hunts . The T ylers 
moved back to their family home and began the dawn to dusk 
process of returning the land to its full harvest potential. 
Quail hecame harder to find as reclaiming the farm increased. 
Neither the hunters nor the family realized this decline in 
birds was an indicator of what had been happening across 
South Carolina for more than 20 years . 

The prosperity that followed World War II had caused a 
slow change in the tillage of the land. Field edges were 
cleared and hedgerows were plowed under. Thickets of wild 
plum, honeysuckle, green briars and sumac were bush 
hogged. The rich, black-soiled bottoms were drained to 
become fields . Pastures for beef cattle and forests for pulp 
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timber were stretched in solid belts from road to road. Such 
"i mproved" farming left little cover and food for quail. 

Although there are still excellent quail populations on 
private areas specifically managed for the birds, the bobwhite 
will continue to decline until large and small landowners 
realize there is room for bountiful crops and bobwhite quail. 
Unless a conscious effort is made, the bird's statewide 
population will never again approach what it was during 
seasons when Hank and even Reb were at their peaks . 

Like so many others of his kind, old age and heartworms 
finally conquered Reb's passion for finding, pointing and 
retrieving quail. In the spring of 1972, he was put to sleep 
and buried with a part of his master's life beneath a large field 
pine near a favored sunning spot. 

Hunting a frosted field over a sleek pointing dog is one of 
those sharing times, to be remembered and passed on 
through generations . There is another boy now, not yet old 
enough to accompany his father on squirrel hunts or to want 
his own dog. God forbid that he grow to manhood never 
startled by the explosion of a covey rise and never knowing 
what he has missed. Let this boy live the pleasures of hunting 
the "gentleman's game" with a stalwart friend and trusted 
companion , a mythical , magical creature whose smooth 
ground-covering stride, deep chest and broad head mark him 
as a "gentleman's dog." 



Left: A new pup holds a promise of future 
quail hunts . English setter, Cash, and owner 
John T. Pirie. 
Far left: There is a special pride when the 
dog you've raised and trained pinpoints a 
covey and locks in on the scent. Pointer, 
Patch,owned by Joe Moore of Manning, 
South Carolina. 
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Some scientists speculate that 
our past two winters show that 
South Carolina and the rest of 
the nation are rapidly approaching 
a doomsday ice age. Here is 
evidence that the last two years were 
only short term fluctuations and 
that milder weather will soon return. 

• • 1matic 
a ~e ... the Case 

or South Carolina Last year meteorologist Reid Bryson 
said, "There is a very important climate 
change going on right now, and if the 
trend continues, it will affect the whole 
human occupation of the earth - like a 
half billion people starving." 

In a 1974 report, the Central Intelli
gence Agency stated that "leaders in 
climatology and economics are in ag
reement that a climatic change is taking 
place, and it has already caused major 
economic problems throughout the 
world." 

But former U. S. Secretary of Agricul
ture Earl Butz has voiced the opinion 
that such statements are at best without 
scientific basis and are at worst 
apocalyptic nonsense. 

British climatologist C. E. P. Brooks, 
borrowing a line from Rudyard Kipling, 
once noted that "there are at least nine 
and sixty ways of constructing a theory 
of climatic change." There seem to be at 
least that many theories about the 
weather which we might expect over 
the next hundred or thousand years. 

One way to resolve such controversy 
would be to examine our meteorological 
records. Instrumental records are ex
tremely limited and at best only cover 
less than 300 years continuously and 
then only a few small European cities. 
Climatic variations which occurred 
prior to the development of instruments 
must be inferred from historical evi
dence and from the geological records of 
natural phenomena which are, in some 
way, linked to climate. 

Samples of ocean sediments and an
cient soils are two of the ways in which 
scientists may determine information 
about past sea surface temperatures, 
ocean floor temperatures, the volume of 
ice that existed during a particular time, 
air temperature and precipitation . 
Geological evidence from these and 
other sources depicts a past world sig
nificantly different from the present. 

©by John F. Sanders 

Climatic variations may occur on a 
time scale ranging from a season to mil
lions of years, but, during the last billion 
years, the prevailing large scale climate 
has been as much as l8°F warmer than 
our present weather, with an almost 
complete absence of polar ice. Three 
major ice ages interrupted this warm 
condition. Then, approximately 50 mil
lion years ago, a gradual cooling trend 
started which culminated about two 
million years ago in the arrival of a 
fourth major ice age characterized by a 
sequence of perhaps 20 major glacial
interglacial oscillations . 

The peak of the last glacial episode 
recurred 17,000 to 18,000 years ago, 
when an ice sheet over a mile thick 
covered the northern and middle 
latitudes of North America as far south 
as New York. From this time through the 
present, the earth has been in an inter
glacial period . 

The winter of 1976-77 brought record 
cold to many regions of the United 
States, including South Carolina. That 
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following summer was warm and dry 
and many of us watched helplessly as 

850 com fields withered beneath a merciless 
sun. Then the coldest winter in over a 
century enshrouded the state, chillingly 

, penetrating our lives with discomfort 
and inconvenience. Some individuals 
and tradespeople experienced consider
able economic loss due to these ex-

800 tremes of weather. Is our weather really 
changing, or does a fluctuation from the 
average conditions normally occur? 

Between 1900 and 1940 a very marked 
rise in annual temperature occurred . 
This corresponds to the general trend of 
increasing temperatures experienced 

75 0 globally during this time period . The 
average temperature increased over the 
continents of the Northern Hemisphere 
by almost l .5°F. This trend reversed itself 
between 1940 and 1970 as the average 

_ hemispherical temperature cooled by 
l °F, with the decreases even greater in 

700 the higher latitudes . Such variations in 
temperature also occur within South 
Carolina. 

With only one exception, the annual 
temperatures for Charleston are warmer 
than those for Columbia which, in tum, 
are warmer than the annual tempera-

650 tures for Greenville. Western location 
and higher elevation are key factors 
which contribute to Greenville's lower 
temperatures and the influence of the 
Atlantic Ocean greatly modifies the en
vironmental conditions in Charleston 
by helping to warm the winters and 

600 smoothing seasonal extremes . 
Dominating the temperature records 

for all three locations are the extremely 
high annual temperatures of the 1930s. 
High temperatures and low rainfall for 
several years created hardships for the 
farmers of this agricultural state. Money 

550 had to be spent to buy additional seed 
as the weather conditions often made 
replantings necessary. Crop yields were 
sometimes reduced significantly due to 
the lack of rainfall . 

Another period of unusually warm 
and dry weather occurred in the late for-

500 ties through the mid-fifties. The warm 
weather of the mid-1950s turned cool by 
1958 and in the 1960s sea ice began to 
form along the coast of Iceland after an 
absence of over 40 years. The recession 
of glaciers in Alaska and Scandinavia 
slowed markedly while alpine glaciers 

45 o in Switzerland began to advance again. 
oo In Great Britain, climatologist Hubert 
~ Lamb observed a shortening of the 

growing season by 9 to 10 days since the 

warmest decades, 1930s-40s. The grow
ing seasons in the Soviet Union are now 
estimated to be 10 to 14 days shorter 
than in the forties. The growing sea
sons here, though varying from year to 
year, have not changed significantly. 

Annual temperatures began to in
crease again in the 1970s. Since the 
mid-seventies annual temperatures 
have appeared fairly warm, but beneath 
those figures are two of the coldest win
ters ever recorded in South Carolina. 

If we look at seasonal rather than an
nual temperatures we can better ap
preciate the severity of our recent win
ters and summers. The winter seasons 
exhibit much more variability of tem
perature. A normal range of the summer 
temperature variations is about 2°F, 
while the range for the winter tempera
ture variations is 6°F. 

The seasonal records also help to in
dicate how deceptive an annual average 
temperature can be. When viewed from 
the record of the annual temperatures, 
1899 appears to be an "average" year for 
Columbia. But that year folks in the 
Sandhills experienced a fairly cool win
ter and a hot summer. In 1937, the annual 
temperature for Greenville also rep
resents an "average" year. Yet both the 
winter and summer were warm while 
the spring and autumn were cool tran
sitional seasons. 

South Carolinians experienced very 
cold winters from 1899 to 1905 and they 
shoveled a considerable amount of 
snow in the 1910s. In February of 1912 an 
unusually heavy snowstorm in the east
ern Carolinas buried Smith's Mill under 
18 inches. Just two years later in Febru
ary, 1914, snow again blanketed the state 
and a record 18 inches fell in less than 24 
hours at Society Hill. 

Winter temperatures began to in
crease, and by 1932 record seasonal 
temperatures were set in Greenville and 
Columbia. With the exception of 1936 
and 1940, winter seasons remained 
fairly warm until 1958. 

The warmth of the 1948-49 and 1949-
50 winters caused premature and rapid 
development in fruit trees. A similar 
situation developed in 1955 and simi
larly, a late freeze crippled the peach 
farmer. On March 26-27, 1955, an unpre
cedented cold wave swept across the 
state, leaving in its wake seriously in
jured garden vegetables, grazing and 
commercial truck crops. The damage in
curred in fruit and nut crops was virtu
ally complete; the combined tonnage 
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Normal and Temporary 
Atmospheric Circulation 
Under normal conditions, warm Pacific 
waters cool gradually as they meet the 
cool southward flowing California 
Current. This sets up a fairly even zonal 
west to east flow of air currents. For 
unknown reasons, Pacific waters have 
been warmer during the past two 
winters causing a greater difference in 
temperatures between the sea waters 
and those of the California Current. 
This rapid change in water 
temperatures has created a twisting 
meridional effect in air currents. 

harvested in 1955 was less than 2 per
cent of the 1954 production. The esti
mated loss by peach growers alone was 
in excess of $10 million. 

Temperatures really took a dive in 
1958 and the cold continued in the win
ter of the 1960s when four major snow 
storms hit South Carolina! Eight states 
were left paralyzed after a storm in 
March, 1960. Landrum received 10 inches 
of snowfall in less than 24 hours during a 
January, 1965 storm, and all previous 
records were broken when 28.9 inches 
covered Caesar's Head during February 
15-16, 1969. 

Extreme cold can directly affect the 
productivity of our farms, forests and 
fisheries. In South Carolina estuaries 
and offshore waters, temperatures lower 
than 45°F for an extended time period 
can decimate the populations of over
wintering white shrimp. In December, 
1962, water temperatures dropped to 
41.5°F for several days. The catch of 
white shrimp that fall (September
Decemlier 1963) was the lowest ever 
recorded-only 183,000 pounds. This is 
equivalent to a very slim 7 percent of the 
average fall catch taken during 1965-1974! 
Another cold winter occurred in 1964, 
with water temperatures hovering in the 
low forties for eight consecutive days. 
The fall catch of white shrimp was 
somewhat better than in 1963, but still 
only 487,000 pounds. 

A warming trend seemed to occur 
after 1970, but this trend was a short 
term oscillation as temperatures 
dropped to new lows during the past 
two winters. The winter of 1977-78 
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Normal Winter 
Air Flow 
Slow c~ling and 
mingling of ocean waters 
along the west coast produces an even west 
to east air flow which protects the 
continent's southern regions from frigid 
northern air temperatures. 

stands as a record low winter tempera
ture for Columbia and as the official 
record low for Charleston (though unof
ficially both the winters of 1855-56 and 
1758-59 were colder for Charleston). For 
Greenville, 1904-05 remains as the cold
est winter season on record. 

The winter of1977-78 was the coldest 
winter in over a century for several loca
tions in South Carolina but it was warm 
in comparison to the winters of 1902, 
1904, 1905, and 1909 in Greenville. The 
average temperature there during the 
winter of 1905 was a chilling 35.4°F. 

There have been few years in which 
extremely cold winter seasons occurred 
consecutively. Statewide, those years 
were 1904 and 1905, 1963 and 1964, 1969 
and 1970, 1977 and 1978, six of these ex
treme winters took place in the last 15 

years. In planning for the future, we 
must watch the weather closely. 

Climatic variations can have tre
mendous impact upon food and fiber 
crop yields, livestock production, forest 
productivity, fishery yields, diseases 
and pests, land and water resources, 
energy production, distribution and 
use, transportation and communica
tions and public health. Temperature 
and rainfall variations play an important 
role in agricultural and forest pro
ductivity. Atmospheric fluctuations also 
affect marine life, with repercussions felt 
by our fishermen. 

Because climate has a profound influ
ence on the amount of power genera
tion required, an early awareness of the 
impact of climatic fluctuations on power 
generation is important. An extremely 



Winter Air . 
Flow of the 
Past Two Years 
Rapid cooling of 
ocean waters along the 
west coast create a strong twisting 
northward flow of air which forces cold 
arctic and Canadian air southward. This 
meridional winter flow seems to occur for 
two winter seasons before air currents 
return to their more normal wnal pattern. 

cold winter for which preparation was 
not made would induce gas and oil 
shortages for our region. 

Land and water resources are espe
cially vulnerable to damage during 
periods of extended drought or periods 
of excessive rainfall, which develop 
most often during the summer months. 

"The most widespread and disastrous 
drought in the history of South Carolina 
prevailed from January and November, 
1925," Columbia meteorologist John 
Purvis reminisced about that summer. 
"I was only five years old, but I re
member it well . Everything turned 
brown. Conditions were just misera
ble." An old meteorological report ob
serves that, "all vegetation deteriorated 
incident to the drought, large numbers 
of forest trees died and forest fires be-
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came more numerous, even in the 
swamp regions. Many streams were the 
lowest of record, with hydro-electric 
power correspondingly reduced, and 
scarcity of water in the interior resulted 
in considerable premature marketing of 
livestock." 

The 1950s presented South Caroli
nians with several extremely warm and 
rather dry summers. One of the driest 
and warmest years on record for several 
locations in the state was 1954. The 
summer drought, in tandem with dam
age from Hurricane Hazel in October, 
produced economic losses in excess of 
$100 million. 

We watched with great concern last 
summer as our lakes began to dry up and 
crops withered in the fields. Farmers in 
27 counties applied for federal 

emergency disaster relief, estimating 
crop losses at $143,422,000! Seventy per
cent of the livestock producers in the 
state applied for aid. The estimated 
reductions in stock were 60,850 head of 
cattle, 22,000 swine, and one million 
chickens. 

Although rainfall amounts for the 
1977 summer appeared near the aver
age, periods of dry weather were ex
tended. Yet, by many meteorological 
standards the summer of 1977 was not 
very severe. The losses which were in
curred point out that, as man's technol
ogy advances, his vulnerabilty to minor 
climatic fluctuations seems to increase. 

There are several important atmos
pheric variables, but temperature and 
precipitation are the conditions most 
easily observed and recorded. Rainfall 
can be extremely important, and heavy 
rains can damage personal property, af
fect water quality and impair transpor
tation and communications systems. 
Occasionally, deaths occur due to heavy 
flooding. South Carolina is also subject 
to severe wind storms, especially from 
tornadoes and hurricanes, which can 
destroy a person's livelihood . At 
present, we must be content in the 
knowledge that our state is moderate in 
both these conditions. Records over the 
past years show only a few exceptions 
from our normal summer climate which 
is ideal for crop production and winters 
are normally much milder than those in 
more northern states. 

Our climate, and that of the rest of the 
northern hemisphere, has been out of 
the ordinary during the last few years 
with extreme cold during the winter 
months and drought during the sum
mer. But there is not enough evidence to 
indicate a drastic permanent climatic 
change. Rather, it would seem from past 
annual and seasonal records of tempera
ture and precipitation that the past two 
years are only peaks in a fluctuating 
cycle occurring normally in an intergla
cial period of tens of thousands of years, 
hardly the evidence needed to predict an 
impending doomsday with our world 
frozen over in glacial ice. 

Our earth's climate is not static, it has 
changed tremendously in the past and 
will change in the future . But for now, 
maintenance of atmospheric research 
programs in conjunction with a 
weather-informed public are the vital 
elements needed to preserve our daily 
lifestyles from these occasional dips and 
peaks of weather. 
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by Pete Laurie 

It is a well-kept secret that our coast is at its best during 
winter. When the tourists of summer depart, there is space for 

fishing, walking and shell hunting and there is time to appreciate 
the ocean's inexhaustible struggles with the shore. 

The winter coast is a place of lonely, singular 
pursuits where a chunk of fresh mullet may be cast just 
beyond the breakers at the mouth of a beach slough 
cut by last week's rampaging northeaster. It's a place to 
jog on hard-packed sands with a frisky young dog 
while the flat winter morning's ocean generates a 
smokey mist after a sudden cold snap; or a place where 
a bushel of fat oysters may be gathered in an old 
burlap tow sack while the afternoon sun settles into the 
spartina. 

Tourist crowds, like so many fair weather friends, 
desert the coast promptly at Labor Day each year. 
Then the permanent residents, folks who best 
appreciate the grandeur of the ocean grappling with 
the land, reclaim the coast as theirs alone for the next 
nine months . 

People who didn't give a hoot about skiing on the 
inland waterway on a July afternoon are likely to spend 

a frigid January evening counting the stars from the 
end of a fishing pier while waiting for a winter trout to 
arc a fiberglass rod across the glow of a Coleman 
lantern. On Christmas afternoon folks you didn 't see 
tossing a frisbee on the Fourth of July might be 
hunkered down out of the wind in the lee of a sand 
dune watching a dark line of scoters beating south 
above the horizon . 

The beach, the whole coast, is at its best in the 
winter, but it's a well kept secret. In the generally mild 
Carolina winter the coast seldom becomes absolutely 
uninhabitable and then only for a day or two . In 
between are glorious stretches of crisp nights, misty 
mornings and shirtsleeve afternoons . 

Muddy saltmarsh creeks teem with horned grebes 
and red-breasted mergansers pattering across the 
surface to get airborne ahead of a boat. Fat black and 
white buffleheads speed past on a blur of stubby wings. 

30 Photography credits: 
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Deserted summer houses and forgotten fish
ing piers silently await the coming of next 
summer while lonely gulls are the only wit
nesses to the surf's gentle drumming and 
designs upon the sands. 

-·i 

l 

Breezes off the inlet are rich with salt spray and the 
sulfur smell of pluff mud. In the elbow of a creek 
where motionless flocks of plovers and sandpipers 
await the tide on one leg, a few oysters can be knocked 
loose and pried open with a pocket knife. The salty 
contents of the roughened shells slide down smoothly 
on a cool afternoon . 

The fiddlers have slowed to a walk and on really 
cold days spend low tide in their burrows under the 
rafts of decaying marsh grass stalks that will feed them 
and virtually everything else in the estuaries next 
season . Mullet are still jumping in the creek, and 
flounder will hit a mud minnow fished in a deep hole. 

Party and charter fishing boats are tied up until next 
May, but hardier anglers fish elbow to elbow on the 
north end of Bulls Island. With the surf rolling around 
their knees they work stiff rods armed with pyramid 
si nkers and 70 hooks in hopes of a channel bass. Even 
on those rare occasions when inshore fish become too 

sluggishly cold to look at a bait, experienced anglers 
know that a half-day trip to the deeper water of an 
offshore artificial reef can produce a fish box full of 
sheephead and succulent black sea bass . 

In the winter, without the crowds and distractions of 
summer the little things that make up the essence of 
the beach stand out. Waves break with a crisp 
explosiveness, as if surprised to find themselves 
suddenly on a beach. Ghost crabs peer from the 
smooth circular opening of their burrows in the sheer 
face of dunes cut by the accelerated erosion of 
prevailing winds from the northeast. 

At the top of the dunes brittle sea oats scrape 
together as red-winged blackbirds ride them clear over 
to the sand while picking at their chevron seeds. From 
that vantage point to the inlet where a knot of 
ring-billed gulls and royal terns sit facing into the 
breeze, nothing hampers the sweep of blue sky and 
curving beach . The sand is littered with unclaimed 
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Dead trees seem to guard the winter beach 
at Capers Island. Elsewhere along the coast, 
shorebirds feeding behind the receding tide 
are only slightly disturbed by local residents 
out for a walk or a romp with the family 
dogs . A lost sandal or other occasional de
bris are the only evidence of the tourist 
crowds of summer. 

conch shells, spider crab bodies, the half-buried 
carapace of a horseshoe crab and the human flotsam of 
plastic buckets, milk jugs, whiskey pints and weathered 
hatch covers. 

From the sparsely vegetated dune rows just behind 
the beach, savannah sparrows call to each other. 
When pushed, they fly a short distance before diving 
head first into the panic grass and the dried goldenrod. 
On warm winter days in the depressions among the 
dunes, white Houstonia, the only dune plant blooming 
at that season, produces little clumps of snowy flowers 
on short spikes . 

A hike through the dunes in winter will sometimes 
put up a huffy, moth-like short-eared owl, an unusual 
winter visitor that seems to find in our winter coast 
something akin to its breeding grounds on the treeless 
Canadian tundra. While the short-eared owl is 
enjoying a Southern vacation from the rigors of raising 

a family , the native horned owl may already be sitting 
on a clutch of eggs in the adjacent maritime forest. 

Between the dunes and the forest, dense stands of 
yaupon holly draw flocks of lisping cedar waxwings , 
and yellow-rumped warblers are in perpetual motion . 

Returning late one December afternoon from a day 
on remote Cape Island off McClellanville, we passed 
the old fire tower abandoned in 10, 000 acres of 
cordgrass. About halfway up in the tower's wooden 
frame, a peregrine falcon, its slate blue back and black 
sideburns accented in the yellowing light, stared down 
fiercely. Looking well fed on the area's abundant 
waterfowl and shore birds, the falcon swung its head 
slowly to keep one unblinking eye on the circling boat. 
An exotic seasonal visitor, the peregrine is the essence 
of the Carolina coast in winter when things are a little 
wilder, a little more natural , and for those who 
appreciate its beauty, a lot more enjoyable . 
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The 

rnarive 
by Larry Cameron 

Wood heaters are becoming so numerous that 
some non-believers might excuse them as a fad. Because of 

rising electricity and oil bills, however, each winter 
thousands of people are discovering the inexpensive, 
efficient and dependable warmth of the wood heater. 

Wood heat first graced my home on a 
cold, drizzly January evening. I had 
driven over ice-slick roads that morning 
to Hickory, North Carolina to pick up 
my heater. Later that day I sat in front of 

it, proud as a new father, feeding in 
sticks of seasoned oak onto a bed of 

blazing fat liter. In a short while, larger 
sticks had been added and the fire was 

strong and steady The room was 
warmer than I ever would have 
believed. Just before bed, I closed 

down the air supply so that just a 
sliver of flame could be seen. That 
was around 11:00 p . m . When I 
woke up at seven the next morning, 
the room was still warm, despite 
freezing temperatures outside. I 

opened the air supply and the fire 
sprang back to life. 

It was like a miracle. I had 
discovered what thousands of 

people learn every 
~ year-the simple, 

efficient beauty of 
wood heat. 

ge 

Wood heaters are so numerous that 
they could be excused as a fad, if not for 
their undeniable practicality Ten years 
ago, there probably weren't over a 
dozen manufacturers of wood heaters. 
Today there are literally hundreds. 

Shopping for a wood heater is a 
complicated business. The 
would-be-buyer is caught up in a 
barrage of claims and counter claims, 
such as efficiency ratings , BTU's per 
hour and cubic feet heated. 

Manufacturers' ratings of their 
•heaters' efficiencies are usually inflated. 
These ratings are generally based on the 
fuel value of wood . This is the amount 
of energy released when one pound of 
completely dried wood is burned down 
thoroughly. 

Since most air-dried firewood is at 
least 20 percent moisture, the fuel value 
is lowered. Most modem wood heaters 
are around 50 percent efficient under 
everyday working conditions so the 
actual amount of heat liberated is 
considerably less than one might think. 

Manufacturers often give the number 
of square feet a heater will warm. These 
figures are usually based on rooms with 
an eight-foot ceiling and tend to ignore 
the fact that heat has difficulty turning 
comers and reaching the bedroom you 

want to warm 15 feet down the hall. The 
figures are also based on well insulated 
rooms with ·a minimum of air 
infiltration. 

Manufacturer 's claims should only be 
used as a rough guide to the 
performance of a heater. Actual 
performance will depend on many 
things outside the manufacturer's 
control such as the placement of the 
heater, the floor plan of the house, how 
well the house is insulated and what 
kind of wood is burned. 

There are several major things to 
consider when looking for a wood 
heater: its effectiveness, durability, 
safety and price. 

Size is a good indicator of 
effectiveness, but other factors also need 
to be considered. Length of burning 
time on a full load of wood and the 
numberofBTU's per hour are 
important. Control of the air supply and 
a draft supply for secondary combustion 
of volatiles are also indicators of 
effectiveness. A good heater should 
have both of these last two features and 
bum a minimum of eight to ten hours 
on one load of wood and supply 
The number of BTU' s per hour 
should be matched to the size of 
the area to be heated. 

The question of cast iron 
versus steel for durability is one 
that probably will never be 
answered to everyone's 
satisfaction. Each has its own drawbacks. 
Cast iron trends to be brittle and could 
crack under an extremely hard blow 
or too rapid a change in temperature. 
Steel w ill not crack like cast iron but 
tends to warp at the high temperature 
needed for combustion. Some steel 
heaters have linings of firebrick which 
tend to minimize this problem. The 
more massive a stove, the longer 
its life is usually a good rule of thumb 
to follow. 

Dealers should be willing to supply 
the names of former purchasers who 
will recommend the quality of thin 
stoves. A person would be well-advised 
to seek advice from people who have 
used a particular brand of heater before 
purch asing one. 

Safety should also be a high priority 
Doors should fit snugly and have 
durable latches. Some heaters work on 
convection. In these stoves a cast-iron 
or steel body is surrounded by a sheet 
metal cabinet. The air between the 

firebox and cabinet is warmed 
and in tum heats the room. 
Since the metal cabinet tends 
to be much cooler than the 
firebox, these heaters offer good 
protection against accidental 
bums. Usually, the greatest fire 
hazard of a wood heater is poor 
stovepipe installation or human 
carelessness. 

Many wood heaters are 
installed in existing fireplaces . 
This practice is fine as long as 
the flue pipe runs back into 
the fireplace and up past the 
front opening. The fireplace 
damper should be blocked 
open and a screen should 
be provided to cover the 
fireplace opening. A pre
fabricated metal screen 
with an 
opening for 
the flue 
pipe 
works 
well . 
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The stove should rest on a 
commercially available heater 
pad, stone or brick hearth or 
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concrete floor. It should also be position
ed well away from any combustible 
surface. Manufacturers usually list the 
minimum safety standards along with 
their products . 

If there is no existing chimney, a 
prefabricated metal chimney can be 
installed. These insulated stainless steel 
chimneys can be put in at a moderate 
cost and do a very good job. 

Petit Godin 

ordinary chimney The perfectly 
designed chimney would hold 
these gases at that temperature 
until they escaped the top of 
the stack. This would allow the 
best possible draft, as gases are 
lighter in weight when hot 
and travel up the chimney 
easier when hot, too. 

If the temperature in the 
chimney drops, the water 
vapors cool and condense, 
mixing with the tars and acids. 
These condensed liquids flow 
back down the chimney where 

the water re-evaporates, 
leaving a deposit of what is 
commonly called creosote. 
Large amounts of creosote 

can block drafts and hinder a 
heater's performance. More 
importantly, creosote is 

flammable and could cause a 
chimney fire that could spread to the 
rest of the house. 

Most modem wood heaters produce 
creosote. An extremely hot fire with 
plenty of draft for about 15 minutes once 
each week will minimize creosote 
deposits . The best preventative, 
however, is a thorough cleaning of the 
chimney A good cleaning can be 
accomplished by dragging a 
chain against the inside of 
the chimney from the top of 
the stack. This will loosen 
most of the creosote and 
allow it to fall to the floor 
where it can be swept up. 
An even better cleaning 
job can be done 
with wire 

The chimney forms an integral part 
of a wood heating system. As gases ~ 
escape the heater, they carry with them-----........_ ~ 'l" 
suspended particles of liquid tars, acids 
and water vapor. These gases are 
between 200-700°F when they enter an 
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scouring brushs on long poles. A chimney 
should be cleaned at least once a year and 
more often if a decrease in draft is noticed. 

and workmanship. Brand names such 
as Ji;itul, Lange, Mors¢>, and 'frolla are 
among the best. These heaters, with 

Cost is a major deciding point. If a 
wood heater is only to be ~------;---=-===--

their increased efficiency, can get twice 
the amount of heat from a given load of 
wood compared to a standard box 
heater. They accomplish this task in a 
very simple, inventive way. 

used as a back-up to 
conventional heating or to 
warm a seldom-used room, 
a high-priced cast iron 
heater might not be as cost 
effective as a smaller sheet 
metal heater. However, a 
good quality heater is a life
time investment and if used 
correctly, can pay back its 
costs in just one season. 

Wood heaters range in price 
from $50 to over $1,000. For =:::::::;;;;;;;;;;,l{_'.~~~~~~~=::::=.::=.::~;; -~~~~.-=-:::::i. 
heating a small workshop ~~ 

The fire box is divided internally into 
an upper and lower chamber by a baffle 
which runs from the back of the heater 
to within six inches of the front, just 
above the air supply on the end of the 
box. When a fire is started, the draft is 
fed from the front end of the heater, 
causing the log to bum like a cigarette. 
As the burning progresses down the 
log, it passes behind the baffle opening 
and forces the smoke and gases to swirl 
in an "S" pattern to escape up the flue . 
This "S" pattern pulls the volatiles past a 

orgarage,a$75sheetmetal ~ 
stove would work nicely. 
For situations where the 
heater would be used 
regularly to heat one or two 
rooms, a more expensive invest
ment should be considered. 
Many small cast-iron or steel box stoves 
can be found in the $100-$300 price range . 
For larger areas, more expensive and 
sophisticated heaters are really a necessity. 

Probably the most common type of 
wood heater is the sheet metal "trash" 

~ 
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~~:;;i;::::::::==:::::=====-1 secondarydraftofpre-heatedairwhere 
S. combustion continues. When the log 

burner. Although 
these expensive 
heaters put out 
a lot of heat, a 

has burned to near completion, the 
ashes are raked forward and fresh 
fuel is added, restarting the cycle. 

Burning times of 8-12 hours are 
not unusual with these heaters. 

good deal of this 
heat is wasted. 
These heaters 
warp very easily 
and wear out 
rather qu~ckly. 

Larger models are capable of 
_-::::::::::::::=~ heating very large areas, providing 

distribution is no problem. 
Many of these heaters are 
available in colored enamel 
finishes which add beauty to 
their already outstanding The cast-iron 

box heater fam
iliar to many 
people is 

performance. 

basically a long 
rectangular box 
that opens on 
one end for load
ing with the stove
pipe exit on the 
opposite end. They are 
very durable heaters, 
but due to their 

The Ashley-type heater is a 
popular model due in large part 
to it's availability and ability 
to bum anything you throw in 

~ it. Preheated air is drafted 
~ A up through the coals to the fire . 

Temperature is controlled by a 

J~tul 

primitive design only 
about 25 percent of the 
potential heat of wood 
can be utilized. This, 
however, is much better than most 
fireplaces. Still, fires in this type of stove 
need to be replenished every 2-3 hours. 

A big step up from the basic box 
stoves are the air-tight European 
cast-iron box heaters. Their main 
advantage is their ability to hold a fire 
overnight and leave plenty of coals for 
new fire. Their efficiency is easily over 
50 percent, thanks to quality material 

thermostat that regulates the 
amount of air reaching the 
fire. They hold a fire easily 

for six to eight hours. Ashley-type 
heaters are usually constructed of 
cast-iron tops and fuel doors with 
double-wall sheet metal sides. 

Another thermostatically controlled 
heater is manufactured by Riteway. The 
Riteway is a very efficient wood stove 
that forces the volatile gases through the 
coals and into a special combustion 
chamber. This gives volatiles the 
maximum possible combustion, and 
therefore releases more heat to the 
room. Riteway makes models large 
enough to heat entire homes with ease. 
Cosmetically, these heaters can't rival 



the looks of the European stoves, but for 
the serious woodbumer, the Riteway 
must rate near the top. 

A large number of similarly designed 
heaters have recently appeared on the 
market. For lack of a better name, they 
will be referred to as Step-stoves or 
Fisher-type heaters. 

The Fisher is the most popular of this 
type heater, characterized by heavy 
steel construction, interior linings of 
firebrick,a cast-iron door featuring 
manual draft controls and a recessed 
flue outlet in the upper chamber. These 
heaters perform well, hold fires easily 
overnight and are extremely durable. 
Their simple design makes them easy to 
manufacture and several slightly 
different models have appeared in 
showrooms. As with all woodbumers, a 
close personal inspection would help in 
choosing one over another. 

A group of heaters known as 
Combi-Fires form a very interesting 
alternative to the standard wood stove. 
These heaters are easily accepted into 
either traditional or modem decors. The 
Combi-fires are well-designed cast-iron 
stoves which provide the beauty of an 
open fire with the efficiency of a good 
wood heater. One can enjoy the fire 
during the evening, then before bed, 
close the slide-away doors and enjoy the 
benefits of an air-tight wood heater. 

Jjlltul and Mors~ offer models that bum 
over 12 hours with the doors closed. 

One American heater which 
combines the features of the old parlor 
stove with the newer Combi-fires is the 
Defiant wood heater, manufactured in 
Randolf, Vermont. Two arched doors 
swing open to reveal the fire or close to 
become an efficient wood heater. A load 
of two-foot-long logs will bum for over 
12 hours. Like the Riteway, the draft is 
thermostatically controlled . 

Stoves like the Defiant and the 
European Combi-fires offer an excellent 
alternative to those who still wish to 
"see the fire" that heats them. Fireplaces 
are notorious heat wasters with 
estimates of efficiency running from 
0-12 percent. Forced air heat grates and 
glass firescreens all help the 
performance of a fireplace, but all fall 
short of the performance of even a 
mediocre wood heater. 

A final, but important decision for 
anyone purchasing a wood heater is the 
condition and type of wood to be 
burned . Air-dried hardwoods are best. 

W>od that has been air-dried contains 
approximately 20 percent moisture. 
Before any other burning can take place, 
this moisture has to be driven off. In 
this first phase of burning the wood 
"catched fire" slowly as the moisture is 
evaporating. 

The second phase occurs at 300-400° F 
when the wood releases gases, some of 

which are volatile. These volatile 
gases ignite when mixed with air. 
Finally, the wood itself,consisting of 
mainly cellulose, bums at 

temperatures around l ,000-2,000°F, and 
leaves a residue of charcoal. 

In the operation of a wood heater, all 
three phases are taking place more or 
less simultaneously. One part of a log 
may just be losing its moisture while 
another part of the same log is in blaze . 

Fresh cut or green wood contains over 
50 percent moisture than air-dried 
wood. This moisture cools the firebox 
temperature and hinders complete 
combustion. It also invites r<.: ~\\ 

the formation of creosote. 
Burning green wood robs 
the stove owner of most 
of the potential heat of 
wood. If green wood is 
burned, it should be 
allowed a healthy draft 
and a hot fire to minimize 
creosote build-up . 

The denser the wood, 
the better the fuel. Most 
wood yields the same fuel 

Mo~ 
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Boxwood 
Bow & Arrow Imports 
14 Arrow Street 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138 

C.D.R. Response 
C.D.R. Response, Inc . 
P. 0 . Box 183 
Flatrock, North Carolina 28731 

Fisher 
Fisher Stoves 
504 S. Main 
Concord, New Hampshire 03301 

JJJtul 
Kristia Associates 
Box 1118 
Portland, Maine 04104 

Tempwood 
Mohawk Industries 
P.O. Box 71-Z 
Adams, Massachusetts 01220 

Riteway 
Riteway Manufacturing Company, Inc. 
Box 6 
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22801 

Schrader 
Schrader Stoves 
P. 0. Box 856 
Robbinsville, North Carolina 28771 

Efel 
Southport 
248 Toland 
East Hartford, Connecticut 06108 

MorsJJ 
Southport Stoves 
Division Howell Corporation 
Boston, ,Massachusetts 

Lange 
The Svendborg Company, Inc. 
P. 0 . Box 5 
Hanover, New Hampshire 03301 

Defiant 
Vermont Castings, Inc. 
Prince Street 
Randolph, Vermont 05060 
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value per pound. Hardwoods have 
more weight per unit than softer woods. 
Oak and hickory are among the best 
woods for fuel. But in a pinch, even 
softer woods like white pine can warm a 
room nicely. 

Wood is readily available from 
independent suppliers from $25-$50 per 
pick-up truck load . This usually 
represents about half a cord of wood. A 
cord is accepted to be a stack of wood 
four by four by eight feet and is usually 
sold by species such as oak or hickory. 

It's important to always check the 
wood for dryness and species type 
before paying the dealer. Dry wood 
should have a sound similar to bowling 
pins striking one another. Cracks 
radiating from the center of a log are 
another good sign of dry wood. 

Species of wood are difficult to 
distinguish. A helpful guide can be 
obtained from the American Forestry 
Association, 1319 Eighteenth St. , 
Washington, D. C. 20036. A 
thorough knowledge of wood types 
can be a big help in many situations. 
White oak weighs over two-tons per 
cord. If a dealer trys to sell the half cord 
sitting in the back of his one-half-ton 
pick-up, the buyer has every reason 
to be smipicious. 

To paraphrase Thoreau, wood 
is the only fuel to warm you 
twice-once when you cut it and 
once when you burn it. In 
today's climate of rising 
electricity and oil bills, wood can 
provide a steady service and clean, 
dependable heat with a minimum 
of investment and maintenance . 



Although nature has been . 
preserved by artists throughout 
time in various mediums, few 
can match the -delicate touch 
and lavish hues woven on cloth 
in counted cross stitch•: And, 
even the beginner can easily 
master this revived art fonn to 
create o;riginal 
and personal designs. 

For c;enturies, South Carolina has 
offered to artists a myriad of colorful 
wildlife and nature scenics to capture 
and preserve. Photographs, paintings, 
drawings and sculpture previously 
dominated the artistic techniques used 
to catch the fleeting white-tailed deer or 
a lowcountry sunset over the marsh. A 
revived art form, counted cross stitch, js 
now gaining prominence and spreading 
South Carolina designs nationwide. • 

To the unfamiliar, cross stitch · • .; ; 
probably evokes visions of Early 
American samplers, pillow cases and 
tea towels - b,usy work for young girls • 
taught the exacting·art by gre;it aunts or 
grand1T1others; But, this form of · · • 
needlework has \)een traced' to the 

. -pyramids and bib1ibil: times when 
tabernacle curtains were 
embellished with cotmted ., 
thread work. 

Cross stitch was very popular in 
America, especially in the eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries, and was an 
integral part in every young_woman' s 
domestic education. Intricate designs 
kept in a family were used to mark 
sheets and clothing. Samplers were 

. stitched to record family history, favorite 
'proverbs, Bible verses and prayers. 
Then, during World War II, pleasure was 
replaced with practicality and nearly all 
forms of needlework disappeared. 

At leasfone:woman in the United 
States didn't forget cross stitch though. 
Ginnie Thompson remembered the 
sampler she did as a child and the box 
of designs she inherited from a family 
friend, but didn't know where to 
begin to get other designs. So, 
she decided tocreate.her 
own graphed designs for 
counted cross stitch. 

In 1970, she 
established a small 
needlework comer. 
,in The Ha,mmock 
Shop at Pawleys,• 
Island, ·and. while 
the other . 
needlework 
bro~ght ~ only 
lT\Oder~t·~ sal~,• 
her.few'si,mple · • 

ti,, • ' . . . 
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Above: "Mallard* designed and 
stitched by Jeanne Bowers, Myrtle 
Beach, S.C. Above right: "Pelicans* 
designed by Hank Deck and stitched by 
Mrs: Deck, Augusta,' Ga. Far right: 

• "Irisl} Setter" designed by Eva 
~osenstand of Dem~ark and stitched 
by Ellen Stalvey, Georgetown, S.C. 

counted cross stitch designs sold imme-
. d1ately. To spread the word.and share 

her enthusiasm, Mrs. Thompson began · 
giving a 10-second course to all novices 
which included a. free grapned· design 
an,d the basic instru,tions. The · 
20-second course allowed th.e students 
to ask questions: When the summer 
visitors·of the coa.st returned home and 

· demanqed counted cross stit<;:h designs 
and supplies from th~ir l~al shops, the 
small comer of a shop was forced into 
business. Mrs. Thompson even began 
designing her own supplies "to meet 
cross stitch needs. Several years later, 
the needlework comer would become 
an entire shop devoted to counted cross 
stitch, The Counti,ng House, and a 
wholesale and mail order business, 
Ginnie Thompson Originals, selling 

kits, designs and supplies, the oldest 
exclusively cr<;>ss sti,tch business in the 
United States. · 

:fhe primary reason•counted cross 
stitch w'as,so overwhelmingly received, 
Mrs. Thompson explained, is because it 
is so easy to do. "It's.inexpensive, 
colorful and it literally grows before 
yqur eyes. Counted cross stitch is so 
easy to do because the graphed designs 
are large and the needle is blunt, 

. making stitching as much by feel as by • 
~ight.' Although O\lf market is mainly 
people who have never done 
needlework," she said, "they spon 
discover the versatility as you can say 
anything or make anything with' 
counted cross stitch . I know why _it.is so 
addictive because it's a fun way to fill 
every need you have and give that 
added personal to"uch." . 

In addition to workshops and lectures 
nationwide, Mrs. Thompson and her 
husband, Ken, also tal<e 20 cross 
stitchers to Copenhagen each year to 
attend a week-long concentrated course 
at the Danish Handcraft Guild School. 
In contrast to American cross stitch, the 
Danish work is considered a serious art 
form with more complex designs and · 
stitching techniques . A major portion, 
and some of the best, of the Danish 

designs are wildlife and nature scenics, 
an inspiration to Mrs. Thompson when 
she began serious designing. 

fyfost of Ginnie Thompson's designs 
are taken from observing children, 
nature, landscapes, seascapes, and 
particularly lowcountry and Pawleys 
Island folklore and scenics, some of 
wh,ich are adaptations of old 
photographs lent by friends. To 
emphasize that counted cross stitch can 



! 
be practical as well as ornamental, 
sh~ also has designed recipes, 
pl~cemats, bell pulls, trays, a yearly 

' calenqar, al}d everi .a qirdseed 
canister. In~pired by. her de~igns, 
andoften fostered by Mrs.Thompson's 
enthusiastic teachings, other Southerners 

· began designing and capturing the 
natur~ 1;,eauty and' folklore ot the South 
in counted cros,s stitch. 
. .Jeanne Bowe·rs. of MyrtJe Beach b,egan 

tlesiS!ling cross };tttch gr~p}:ls five years 
ago .wi,th a series of Ciiristmas · 
dec(?r~tion~. A former Counting House 
employee, she formed .a friendship with 
a fellow stitche_r, Janet Mart:in, !1nd they 
established The Greenapple Company 
to market their graphs. . 

With the beach and:its native wildlife 
at their front door, they expanded their 
desims to include a series of ducks, 
shorebirds and lmycountry scenes. "$0 
far, we have graphed \he teals, Canada 
goose, mallard, and several other water 
birds in counted cross stitch," Mrs. 
Bowers said. "Now, I am trying to 
design and graph our saltwater fish,. 
tuna, dolphin, sailfish and marlin -
because there just aren't any available 
desigri.s and it will be a challenge." 

Another Southern stitcher found a 
lack of good American wildlife graphs 

. and began design
ing animals to fill 

this need. "I was 
introduced to counted 

. cross stitch by a friend," 
Joyce Bailey of Tallahassee, 

Florida explained, "but 
'couldn't find any realistic . 

,wildlife designs to stitch for men. So, 
with two. children at home and plenty of 

•. ,time,J .began to d(? a lot of.research 
through photog'rapps and books and 
came up with my first design, 
the American · bald eagle." 

Furthering her love for animals and 
designing, Mrs. B,iil!:?y.'s designs . · · 
extended to include the opossum, red 
fo~, in~ard, b(!aver, gray squirrel, 
c~ipmunk, w4d turkey; box turtle, frog, 

· bobwhite quail, white-tailed deer, 
skunk, raccoon, great homed owl and 
grizzly bear. Beyond native wildlife, 
she has also researched and grapl;ted 
the koala bear, tiger, giant panda, zebra 
and giraffe and a future project will be 
a book c;>f farm animal graphs. 

Desi~ing and stitching isn't limited 
to women; two men joined the 

Left: "White-tailed Deer" designed 
by Danny Roberts for Denise King, 
the stitcher, Pawleys Island, S.C. 
A~ove: "Largemouth Bass" designed 
and stitched by Joyce Bailey, 
Tallahassee, J::Ia. 

designing ranks and a~ also marketing 
their graphs nationally. · 

A sµmmertirne visitor to Pawley~ 
Island, Hank Deck of Augusta, Georgia, 
became interested in counted cross 
stitch by watching his wife stitch. "I 
wanted to do something for her to stitch 
and to really see if I could do it," he said 
'with a la~gh. "Then, it got to be fun, 
laying it out and working with it, even 
though I don't particularly enjoy 
stitching. I have actually worked on a 
design trying-to get the colors and 
shading right three times and still 
haven't gotten it in shape for a graph." 

Deck frequently works with colo!' and 
black and white photographs, but on 
several occasions he has observed and 
sketched directly on graph paper, like in 
his shrimp boat design. Gathering 
subject matter from Pawleys Island 
visits, he has graphed butterflies, 
pelicans, seashells, a gazebo scene and 



SHE-CRAB sou~ 
z c. white- cro.b meo.t 
1 pint milt{ 
1 pint creo.m 
1,4 c. cro.b roe-
1~4 c. cro.cKe-r crumbs 
1,2 stick butter 
~ tsp. she-rrv wine-
1,a: gro.ted onion 
1~s tsp. pepper 
1,s tsp. mo.ce 
so.It to to.ste 

Andrews College, but smiles when he 
discusses a hobby he began seven years 
ago. "I was familiar with counted cross 
stitch from my wife's work with kits 
and other graphs," the lowcountry 
native explained, "but I wanted 
something more of our·part of the 
world, the unique environment we had 
grown up in." · 

Using his designs as an outgrowth of.. , 
his interdisciplinary study 'in ~olklore, . · '• 
Dr. Joyner has translated the folklore of • 
the lowcoun try and its people .into over : 
25 designs. He derive~ his' i~spiration : 
soµtetimes from his studies.(he has 

· : : : : · ,done extensive research. and writings 91). 

-

Above:" A Day's ~tch" designed 
· and stitched by Dr. and.Mrs. Charles 

Gullah), and SOlJlet~mes from crj:\ftsi;n!;!n 
and the culture. His designs i1J,clude : 
several silhouettes of fishermen · 
("September MullE;t," II A .E>ar,'s ta~li!'- : ' ... 
and "Mending Nets") and several · · · • : 
coastpl scene~ ("View Frorp '.fhe,lhlet,:' : . ! : 
"Dunes" and "Lo"\\;COl,liltty SIJ!l~E{t''.).. . . . ; •: 
Three designs were inspired by · , : • · :•, • i 
Paint;ngs M Gehevieve Willcox: · · ;;:;::i · · ' . . ., . , .•• • • l 
Chandler, a. lpcal Murrell' s Inlet arti&t. · ·. · " : • 

One of the first l~aJ d,esigners, Joyner·.· : . : 
works directly on 9raph .pape.r and -calls · · · : • 
himself" a sketcher of scenes rath~ thari '. . ·::: 
a pa~

1
te~ ,of sc~nes, ~ell~g a st:orr.~n : ;; ; · ·:: :: 

clot~. ~d, his des1~ ai:e.un~g;ue . · : H· .. 
. amon o' other counted cross .stitch. . . · ·; • ' a. . ' ' ... " 1 • .., s 

Joyner, Laurinburg;N,.C.:Worke~only ,desjgns'. y\lithohl'y-_oneottwp · .. ·'.;.:;;:::: .: 
in black tljread, this lowcountry s~en~ . . . exception$, his work is'b:3si~al!y , : . :·;. :· ~ . 

. . was designed from an ofd.photogn1.ph ·· . rhonqchrpma~ic ¥19 ·u&!aj.!f~f!e h:' ·: ·: •'. <:;• 
of Conway fishermen displaying their greeDs, gr.ays, placks ot -l;>rti~n~. Ratit~t '.·. !: 

'*day's catch~ on the.Waccamaw River. · · .. than elaborate detail an~ fil~Gi:-ih ·: ·.:.:;: ... :; 
•' Left: "'She Crab .Soup,.;desi&ried.and '· areas 'b,~ works with g~!lle(i:,<1 lq,.es ,:. : : , •• ! 
·. stitehedbyGinnieThrunp.son,Pawleys · ·. and'fonns. . .• ·: ·'' :. _,'' -:::.:·•·::: 

. bland, S.C. . ' ' . . . . . Frpm.'a humorou:; hooby,'. Dr . .Jpytj~(~·. :::: 
·· · ' ·' ,. . . countedcrossstitchd~ignsh~e•- · ,:. :.: . 
. se~~r;il laripoiatl<s·oftne isi~d . . ·:.: ;:ff .. exploded into afulf-tune bu~in~s~·.; '. :•.:=!·:,; 
U,I.'ldaunted tiy large projects whicli. ·. · managea by hi.s wife, Jeannie: :&id, >·:: <r 
require extensive designs and stitching • ·. while hi's teaching, research ijnd; · ·: : : . :;: : ·: 

• • time, he·h.as grai?freci for.perscm.al·use • . designmgleave h1m·litile ·t.i.rile/ ·. · ;: '. · > '. •::.: 
. and;h,is vyi_fe hct~ ·~tit.ch~d a cityscape as a.. . Stl!Ching has'be~ome a~y.Ws~sf . ::: • 
:· .r~rr.inder,of ~.past. triP t~Italy., ~!';' :. : ... -hi111d}etl l?Y ,his .~ife ~4-1i~y~~?!d: : :! . ;;•:: 

· : : j0in't effol't now iHhecompletipD of : : : • · · daugl:}ter, Hcinp.al). . •-: . : . ,: ; ;; : : :: :;;:-: 
~~:;ioo,~io,5,c,Mo6-<~~~/X)«»~~ . · ~foot window 'valances depicting a. . · ·1 . : ,: They all h~o Jde~s,,mem~n~~ ~~ :;i:: ;:: :

, 'silhouette of indus!rial bu.ildmgs. · . . : >;: ' sp,ecial jrlt~{es}s. tl;'\a,ttij!y; y.~t¢d t~ ~ ;. ;; : : 
f,; • • • . · Dr. Chc1rtes ,Joyi).er of Lauriiib.urg, . ·:: i . · pre~erved and lliey captured. them on: :: ,: . :, . 
: ;; . : · '• , · North Carolina; lS a professor of . . : L . . cloth, rich in color an4 originaµty. : Their -:~ :-

It t anthr<:Jpology and history at St. 1 · • . work has inspired other creatiye 
· persons to graph their own designs • · • 1 

and to stitch the nature · 
and wildlife designs of the 
South all over the world. From a 
small needlework shop on Pawleys 
Island, an art form has been revived to 
gain prominence and overwhelming 
acceptance nationwide. 



' ' ' Once the. basics of cQunted cross . markers to color in design area. Avoid ·; •'. is·alw'p<5sl>ibl<;·to.el}large a ?esign by .. , 
stitcn have ~een successfully mastered, trying to put in too much detail such as . letting eacH square on .the graph_equ~.y 
the c.reative stitcher wµl begin seeing i.J:ldividual bricks~ shingles, facial . . . two or more· sJitch~s,. both horµ.:ont~,r. .: 
designs that he or she would like to se~ 'features, etc. · . , . apdverti~ally. Enlru:gement:can alSP W , 

•n. tr~~fe~red to clot~. ~~~ources foi. · Step 4_. Work yo.m d~sign ori evemy~ave. ' <l~ne,by:wo.tk .. ing. •~ve.rad~iti?,ri~ .. : .. :.:,•. 
,tj designs are·as unlimited as the creative material of your choice. • , •· threads•ofthe tabor::ovedourfbreaas. • ;.: 
:ti :: possi~il_iti';s, from old photographs· in . · you can wo·r~ ~our own:de~ign on:/ t :~cliwa{ins_f~iq·9f ~~ 1c1i):ii1e.n, :or t., ;! 
:1

1

1 • !he family album to: colorful . . . · . 'anY, weave material yoti:wi~11 frpm , : : :, • :oyer tw:o·square:, e~$.;waJ.1M.~atl.of, · \;; 
:i · :rep,r~ductions of children's ¥twdr~. '. · Hartlangei; tp rug canvas.: :ro: d~{enhin~ : T~k ~r ~aii:ianger;an<:\ Ndri ~1Q~. ; · .. ~ a;~• 
J · ,One ~o,rular cboice i~ first ~es,i~~ .i? .. t~~:size o{ yo,u~ {~fsh~ pr◊).~f,~~ :~r? ~ r '.~~~~~ to ~~.£4~ h~~~any: J:il\1i 
,l,, thdainily home worl<e<;i; frp~ an. ., . amQuntQf fabl'l.c req:mred, f.irstcot.W ::~·. :: >!t\t~~~~f·thnJad:to.u.&e:on.a given . ~=· 
l:\ . enlarged photograph.· · ·. ·: · . ·: ' Hie:ntimber of tnreads ( or stitc-bes) pe,; :+ 1: 1'Ei\J~ 1 Ps.~dn .ii ~oiinHlanianger, • • ;,r. · ·.:. -~~ technique _ln ~~.at11;~ a gra~~ i~ . . inc~ iii the ~a bric xouwi~h to:#e~ :Tn~h ,:: '. ~#~~~:~~4'j{1t~rH~t'.o~~~~tt~d·of. · ...... '.. 
f{ . . e~~~ but the begJ.?n!Iig: de~1gnf:1t !S: • , . . co~t the ~um bet pf squares·vert~!i11Y.: : '.:.:. rott?n~~s. M~\l~l#h :o/~}:i~.t:Iif:lri:t (:39 ; , 
:l.l: · ~a~ed t?, ~~nfipe' th~ f~r~t_graP,11 _ro ·a : : . ·: and ho~i2:ont~ly oh .the ch~rt~:~~~i~'. •~ .. · !hre~~:o/ ~ s!~~~:~(#1tp-}:fuid fin~ .. ::ir·::~ 
HI'. ,rel~hvely srmple des,1gt1 ~\th a:fe}1/:. ·: . •. } .qow divide tlie n,urri.berof threa,'1? Pr~ 1.~:n~1~;~4:~tttrhes.to·tl\em4th*R~sl:· .· :· .·; ·~!;i;:: id · · b4sfc,colors,ahd liffle t,J:;lad,irtg ifi~Y.: •:: l: ! ·' '.tnf:h (~.e .. .:.:..:A desigµ 110 stitch<!(~:".:.+:- ;1!~k~~with1w.0:~ti-~d.s:C>Hegµl~ tl0$.~r : n,~~~11 ::j , '· ,L.ater, 'aft~r practi<;e, aeHdite fU.'ld " ,· t · ◄ ' , ,:width 'w;orRed ori 22'count ,Haraatt,ger :•: •~~ · 'Otwe:stnmu~ofOanisn:(lowedhteflSi, · ::' ; •,1 • •• , 
:!i· 'wtricafe shading cari be a;dc!ei:I. ;in more' : . would be fiye)r;icl\es wide~ :J.J,Q,~i~\41:~ : ;: : '. ~~~ ~f4~ (~ stitches ~lli<;liHv(iuld: i: t~l 
:w:· comp.·rexdesigns . . · • · ' .·: ·. '• by22). Tothishi'eas'tfrerrlent :add': :•~;.·.:.~. i-MUU.>.·ih~:..,.;;rcoiri¼..!...:.ds;ofc'~ii ':,l_ ~:~ .. . .. i•i , .a+1. :JJ .. •• •, • " .a..a. -,; . • , 1 , ·•••;••• , tt\"'1 uo u . .:.:;:vM ~u~ • u1.11..1 •. .. .... .. .. . , 

!!I --'.-'. The·materials anct desigh:instmctions: . enoiigli fabric tor:a.pl~~sing µi~iij~~ H::imq~j tit~J·otJfowe.r:threaa.,:maoin~ -;;: ::mm: 
~:: . }~ed below arf exseipt~ :fi;o~~¥i:ti~ : : .. 'around·fl;\~ .~~i.gn, ~? <l!l~~st:aii ~€~:•; ! ?~ tw~ ~fJ~i~l~r.v.~~-~~e!:w~l~ ~~:'.';mm 
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The 
Perfect 

Repeater 
by Joel M. Vance 

The Winchester Model 12 
stands tall in the gun case, erect as 
a granite-cheeked drill sergeant, 

barrel silvered by the scuff of 
faithful service, honest-grained 

stock lustered by the palm sweat 
of a thousand icy mornings amid 

duck clatter and goose music. 
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The Wmchester Model 12 pump is a classic gun; no less than a 
Fox or Parker double. You're not likely to see it in old illustra
tions of tweedy gentlemen leisurely enjoying the evening 
grouse shoot. You can find old engraved 12s whose beauty will 
tum your knees to jelly, but most of the two million were only 
recognized for their sturdiness. If there is a hunter over 30 
today who does not own or never has owned a Model 12, I 
haven't met him. 

It was called "The Perfect Repeater" and until the sophisti
cated Model 21 double came along in 1931, the Model 12 was 
Winchester's glamour shotgun. The Model 21 and its super
posed soul brother, the Model 101, today command far higher 
prices than the rugged old Perfect Repeater, but they don't 
shoot more accurately or more reliably and, given a spooked 
22-pound gobbler sprinting downhill, they fall silent after the 
second errant shot where the old 12 will pour a deluge of lead 
that has compensated for many a turkey hunter's poor hunting 
techniques and equally inefficient shooting. 

The Model 12 is an uncompromising and uncompromised 
gun. In its basic form, it impresses by its sleek lines with a 
handgrip as slim as a fashion model's ankle, but without fancy 
checkering, inlay or swirling burl stock wood. Inside the 
closed, tightly-machined chamber - itself an innovation - are 
parts that are tempered and machined to strength and tolerance 
simply not found in most guns. 

You can shoot a Model 12 in a lifetime in the knowledge that 
your grandchild quite probably will do the same. It withstands 
horrible abuse, including sand, dust, rust and the other grem
lins that plague guns, and shoots on, grinding the intruders to 
nothing, blowing them out the long old barrel. 

The original Model 12 is unique in containing only machined 
parts - no castings - which make it incredibly strong. Al
though an assembly line gun it was put together like a Swiss 
watch. The barrel group comes off without tools and a single 
screw holds the trigger assembly, so the gun can be field strip
ped and cleaned almost as easily as a double. The bolt, ejector 
and various receiver parts come out for cleaning, but may take 
some finagling to reassemble. A ·fairly competent gun fancier 
can break the Model 12 into 65 pieces and, with any luck, 
reassemble it. 

The Model 12 was born in the intensively active mind of 
Thomas C. Johnson who also headed the Wmchester design 
team that came up with the Model 21. Johnson the son of a safe 
maker, was born in 1862. He began a career designing guns 
with Winchester in 1885 that death ended 49 years later. One 
hundred twenty-four of his ideas were patented. 

Johnson began working on rifles in 1903, but his ideas were 
variations of existing patents. Then he created the Model 12. It 
was the hottest gun on the market. The finely-tuned, 
precision-machined, sleek gun, first produced in 20 gauge, 
held six shells in the magazine and one up the spout. 

Famed Winchester exhibition shooter Herb Parsons bragged 
that the Model 12 was the only gun in the world with which you 
could take seven clay birds, throw them in the air and break all 
of them. Of course, what Parsons did not mention was that 
the Model 12 was the only gun in the world that held seven 
shells and that he was probably the only shooter who could 
do the trick. 

More than 100,000 customers gladly handed over their money 
in the first three years of production for this remarkable shot
gun. They paid $20 each -$30 when inflation set in about1915. 

Far left: With its American walnut stock and forearm, fine 
line checkering and superb finish, a vintage Pigeon Grade 
Model 12 is a hunter's and collector's dream. 
Below: One of the first Winchester magazine advertisements 
for the Model 12 appeared in a 1931 issue of NATIONAL 
SPOKfSMAN MAGAZINE, a forerunner of our preserit 
sporting magazines. 

\ 
MODEL , ..,.. HAMMERLESS 

s_ TANDAAO GR!E3g ~ 
12.16 6 20 GAUGE 

HTHE perfect rcpeatcr"-that has 
brought down more game and 

more targets than ail other rt'pcating 
shotguns combined. 

This most popular model is also avai.l. 
able in the new Staudar,J Trap G1·ade-
an ideal tr.ap gun--straight or pistol 
grip . . . . . . .... . . ,. ...... $5-1.0() 

And the new Standard Trap Grade with 
Winchester Ventilated Rib ( 11 gauge) 
at only . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... $84.00 

Always u$C Wiricliestcr Staynfess Shdls 
in Winchester Guns for field. trap and 
skeet shooting- the shotshclls with the 
new ignition. 

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO. 

N~w Ha ven, Coull., U. S. A. 
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Below: The Standard Grade 12 gauge Model 12 instantly 
became known as a duck hunter's gun. Seven shells could be 
fired as rapidly as the hunter could find a target and pump the 
forearm and the gun was unsurpassed for its ruggedness 
under the harshest hunting conditions. 
Right: Early advertisements billing the Model 12 as "The 
Perfect Repeater" did not exaggerate the gun's pleasing lines 
and dependability. The gun is still in high demand for use in 
the field. 

All the early Model 12s were 20 gauge, with a 25-inch nickel 
steel barrel. The 12 and 16 gauge guns came along in 1914, the 12 
gauge riot gun in 1918 and the 28 gauge in 1934. The 16 gauge 
was built on a 20-gauge frame, making the gun 20-gauge light, 
but able to put more shot in the air. The 28 gauge probably is the 
rarest Model 12 with probably no more than 5,000 made. Wm
chester discontinued the field grade 28 gauges in 1945 and the 
skeet guns in 1959. 

Another option, the Featherweight, was in production from 
1959-62. Winchester's Model 42 was a Model 12 in 410 gauge. · 
The Model 25 was a Model 12 that did not break down. 

The serial number indicates the age of a Model 12. The first 
was number 1; no one, including Winchester, has any idea 
where that gun is today. The last of the old style Model 12s bore 
the serial number 1970875. The first "new style" Model 12 in 1972 
was 2001000 and the 1977 production carried the numbers to 
2025874. By five-year jumps, the ending serial numbers were: 
1912 (5308); 1917 (159391); 1922 (304314); 1927 (510693); 1932 
(660110); 1937 (754250); 1942 (958303); 1947 (1102371.); 1952 
(1328002); 1957 (1651435); 1962 (1956990) . 

American Shotgunner magazine ran a survey in 1977 to find 
the oldest Model 12. The magazine turned up 10 with serial 
numbers under 200, including number 2. Not unexpectedly, all 
owners of the low-numbered guns asked that their names be 
withheld. Number 2 is a 20 gauge in virtual mint condition and 
owning it, in shotgun circles, would almost be equivalent to 
holding a mortgage on the Taj Mahal. 

The original Model 12 had a 52-year history and finally died 
not with a whimper, but with its legendary bang-victim of its 
own high standards. It simply began to cost more to produce 
than it could be sold for. Since Model 12s never wear out, most 
of the two million sold between 1912 and 1964 were still in 
use, meaning that most shooters who wanted one had one . . 
The remaining market seemed too. small to justify the cost 
of production. 

It was dropped in 1964, except for special-order Pigeon Grade 
guns. But hardly had it gone off the production line than 
shooters began to cry for the lost glory days when a gun was a 
gun was a Model 12. In 1972, the Model 12 returned. 

Is it the same gun? Winchester claims so. It does use high
quality chrome-molybdenum alloy castings on the receiver, 
bolt, carrier, trigger, hammer, barrel band and receiver exten
sion. Just the announcement of the Model 12's return drew 
8,000 orders. 

Instead of $20, it costs nearly $400; the 1912 gun in good shape 
is valued at that amount. Some unreconstructed gun fanciers 
grumble that the new Model 12 falls short of the old because by 
the time the gun returned in 1972, all the old-timers had died or 
retired and the new gun was being made by whippersnappers. 
Maybe, but over 52 years a lot of old-timers and whippersnap
pers came and went without affecting the quality of the original 
Model 12. 

At one time or another you could buy the Model 12 off the . 
rack or you could special order just about any refinement or frill 
ever put on any shotgun. There were Model 12s specifically for 
ducks, for trap, for skeet, for field shooting. They came with , 
straight or pistol grips, with matted ribs, vented ribs or no rib. 
They could be choked any way you wanted and if you wanted 
extra barrels in different length or chokes, the factory would 

. accomodate your whim. Barrel lengths varied from 26 to 30 
inches. Ultimately all chokes were available. 



Refinement of Detail, Lightness without tll t Sacr, 
of Strength, Ease of Operation and Fine 

Shooting Qualities are found i1I 

WINCH£JT£ 
12, 16 AND 20 GA l'GE 

REPEATING SHOTGl'NS 

The W inchester Model 1912 lightweight, hamme 
shotgun, although only recently introduced, already 
pies a prominent place in the sun in the sporting w, 

Its strength of construction, due to the use of Nickel 
for the metal parts, its case of operation, its simple 
down system, and its strong shooting qualities hav 
critical experts to designate it "The Most Perfect 
pcatcr." It does not take an expert to appreciate 
gun, for the beauty of its lines, its fine balance, th 

fincmcnt of every detail, the rii:-ht "feel ", and the easy 
way it "comes up" arc apparent to those who shoot only 
occasionaUy. Before the advent of this Winchester it 
meant money to get a lightwci~ht shotgun, but the 
Model 1912, carrying as it docs the modest list price 
of $30.00, fulfills every requirement in that line. 

WINCH£.JT£/t LOADED SHELLS " L,..S« " = d 
•·Repeater •• in all gaugca and combioalions o( powder and ahot give 

the rulleat utiafa,etion. They arc made whh the patented CorrucatC'd 
Head, wbit.b :,cats a.go took the place ln Wincheatcr ahelb1 o f the o!d 

system of metal lining. Ask your dealer for the W brand. 

THE GUNS AND SHELLS FOA THE DISCRI MINATING 
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LIGHTWEIGKT HAMMERLESS REPEATING SHOTGUNS 
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With a favored repeater 
passed down from his 

father, Associate Editor 
Mike Creel awaits a 

flight of mallards into a 
flooded com field. The 

Model 12 forms a 
cherished part of the 

hunting heritage of 
many such sportsmen. 
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The Pigeon Grade Model 12 was so beautiful it would bring 
tears to your eyes . The factory had suggested designs for en
graving, but if you had a better one, the engravers would try to 
match it. Engraving was superb . 

You could order a French walnut stock and slide handle and 
have them artistically checkered . Reading through old price 
lists for Model 12s will bring a shudder of disbelief. 

For instance, a Model 12 with the serial number 38629, made 
in 1914, started out as a $30 20 gauge gun. A matted rib added $5 

~ to the cost. But the purchaser was a big-time spender and 
I ordered the stock, slide handle and receiver carved and en

graved with incredibly fine scrollwork. The final cost of this 
magnificent gun was $404, about what a good, but plain Model 
12 would cost today. 

The engraver was believed to be John Ulrich, one of a family 
of master engravers who worked for Winchester in the early 
1900s . Engraving on a Model 12 enhances its value considerably, 
for master engraving is a craft that takes several decades to learn 
and a highly-engraved gun represents a hundred hours or so of 
a well-paid artisan's time. 

There have been three special presentations over the years . 
The millionth Model 12 was presented to Lt. Gen. Henry H . 
(Hap) Arnold, Chief of the Army Air force , on August 30, 1943. 
Actor Robert Taylor got the 1,500,000th gun and former Secre
tary of the lreasury John Connally got the two millionth gun. 

During World War I, the Model 12 was a trench gun and you 
can imagine the horrific effect of a seven-shot repeater hosing 
down a trench packed with enemy soldiers. In World War II, the 
12 joined the services again. It was used to train aerial gunners. 
The Model 12 was mounted on a Jeep and prospective gunners 
would ride around on training fields potshooting on the run at 
targets, learning to shoot while in unpredictable motion. 

The Model 12 is a safe gun, with built-in checks against 
careless gun handling. The safety is forward of the trigger, 
almost impossible to knock off accidentally and can't be jarred 
off by recoil . 

There is one trait that the buyer of a used 12 should check. The 
gun can be rapid-fired by holding the trigger back and jacking 
the slide handle. As the bolt locks each time, the hammer will 
fall and the gun will fire . Much shooting of that type may wear 
the sear and then the gun can go off if it is jarred. 

Even without the idiosyncracy of being able to fire repeatedly 
off a single trigger squeeze, the Model 12 and most other 
pumps, can be fired faster than an automatic . 

"An auto-loader works as fast as the mechanism," says John 
Madson, assistant conservation director for Winchester, "but 
the Model 12 works as fast as the man on the pump handle. " 

Although a very low serial number might be worth some
thing extra, most pre-1964 Model 12s are worth essentially the 
same no matter what their vintage. The standard gun, with no 
extras, is worth a minimum of$275 . The Featherweight goes for 
a little less . 

A matted rib boosts the price of the standard to $300 and a 
vented rib to $350 . The Heavy Duck model goes for $325, or $350 
with a vented rib . The skeet or trap model~, with vented ribs, 

, list for $400 and a Monte Carlo stock adds $50. Top of the line is 
the Pigeon Grade, with a minimum worth of $400. Skeet or trap 
models with matted ribs go for $600 and a vented rib runs the 
price to $750. 

The Super Pigeon Model 12 lists for $1,000 or more . The 
post-1964 Model 12s, cast parts and all, start at $460. 

Although there were Model 12s made in nearly every bore 
invented, in all chokes, for every conceivable shotgunning 
purpose, the gun always has been considered a waterfowler 's 
special tool. For one thing, its seven shots at a loading were 
unique when waterfowlers were unrestricted as to the number 
of shells they could jam in their gun. Meat hunters added 
extension tubes to the magazine to gain even more rounds 
at a loading. .• 

On February 2, 1935, President Roosevelt signed a proclama
tion limiting hunters to three shots per loading at migratory 
birds. Winchester began selling Model 12s with a four-shell 
length plug in the gun package 20 days later. The Heavy Duck 
Gun came with the plug inserted. 

My Model 12 dates to 1922, just ten years after the gun went on 
the market. Already a half-million hunters owned them and the 
Perfect Repeater had been through a war. 

Mine is as tight and smooth as the day it came from the 
factory; yet it never has had special care. My father bought it 
from somebody and I inherited it. Countless rounds have been 
fired through it, but not enough to begin to wear it out. The old 
gun in the case glows in winter firelight and in summer sunset. 
Its walnut stock is ebony dark and its metal is flickering 
quicksilver in the shifting light. 
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1 • First recognized and named in South 

Carolina, the mourning dove is on the 
increase among the ten most 

numerous birds in our country 
in spite of its reputation as 

America's number one game bird. 

10 

The mourning dove, a 1731 scientific 
discovery in South Carolina, now holds 
the position of the nation's number one 
game bird, but surprisingly ranks 
among the ten most abundant bird 
species in North America today. 

That is some statement of fact when 
you consider that an estimated 
2,690,000 mourning doves are harvested 
by hunters each year in South Carolina 
out of a national annual harvest of 
51,774,090 doves. 

A few more statistics are needed to 
put this into proper perspective. The 
estimated fall population of doves in the 
United States is a whopping 
500,000,000, and of these, South 
Carolina reared 24,071,600 birds. Better 
than 70 percent of all these mourning 
doves will die each year biologists say, 
but only ten or eleven percent can be 
accounted for by the hunters' harvest. 
The remaining sixty or so percent 
annual mortalities is due to natural 
causes. 

David Dolton, mourning dove 
biologist with the U. S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service at the Patuxent 
Research Center in Maryland, said in an 
interview that the mourning dove can 
accurately be termed one of the most 
abundant birds in the United States, 
ranking somewhere among the top ten 
species numerically. "Dove hunting is 
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by Mike Creel 

really just compensatory. In other 
words, if hunters did not harvest 
50,000,000 doves each year, the natural 
mortality rate would increase and the 
same 50,000,000 birds would become 
part of nature's death toll ." 

Common sense will tell anyone that a 
nationwide or even statewide census of 
living birds "accurate to the last feather" 
would be a ludicrously impossible 
undertaking. There's just so much that 
the birds of America will sit still for! 

But at the same time there do exist 
counts, studies and surveys which 
provide reliable information on the 
relative prevalence, species 
relationships and population trends of 
birds across the United States . The most 
respected of these is the spring 
Breeding Bird Survey conducted by the 
Migratory Bird and Habitat Research 
Laboratory of the Fish and Wildlife 
Service at Laurel, Maryland. 

Chandler S. Robbins, research 
biologist for migratory nongame birds 
with the Service and co-author of The 
Golden Book of Birds , says that the 
Breeding Bird Survey reflects the 
relative conspicuousness of North 
American birds during the breeding 
season. He prepared a list for South 
Carolina Wildlife of the 15 bird species 
most frequently sighted during the 1972 
and 1977 surveys. 

The mourning dove ranked fourth 
just below the red-winged blackbird, 
house sparrow and starling on the 
Breeding Bird Survey in 1977 and fifth 
in 1972. 

The Breeding Bird Survey is a 
roadside count by sighting and call of 
birds during the spring breeding 
season. Across the nation every year 
observers drive 1,800 routes, each 25 
miles long. Every half-mile the observer 
stops for three minutes and counts all 
species of birds heard and seen. Each 
SO-stop route begins a half-hour before 
sunrise. Twenty routes of the Breeding 
Bird Survey are tallied each year in 
South Carolina. 

Biologist Robbins cautioned that the 
results of this yearly survey should not 
be interpreted as a precise national bird 
count. "The actual abundance of the 
birds listed might be quite different 
than their conspicuousness along the 
roadsides where the counts are made. 
For example, it is quite likely that the 
homed lark, which we list in seventh 
place in the June 1977 survey, is more 
abundant than the mourning dove, 
which is attracted to roadsides by the 
presence of wires on which it perches in 
treeless areas." 

Although the Breeding Bird Survey is 
not the last word in bird censuses, it 
does make a positive statement about 
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the birds that are reported in greatest 
numbers. And in the absence of a 
foolproof national bird census, this 
spring survey represents the best 
information available about the 
comparative abundance of bird species 
in the United States and their up and 
down trends over a span of several 
years. It is a reliable indicator of bird 
numbers as long as its limitations are 
clearly understood and its results are 
not overstated . 

Robert Arbib, editor of American Birds 
the prominent monthly birdwatching 
magazine of the National Audubon 
Society, praised the Breeding Bird 
Survey as "the closest thing to a bird 
census for the country" Arbib said that 
ten birds most frequently sighted in the 
1977 survey accurately reflect their 
abundance across the nation. "I have no 
argument with the first ten species as to 
abundance, though the cliff swallow 
ranked 11th and the bobwhite quail in 
14th place are probably less abundant 
nationwide." 

The management of mourning doves 
in the United States is essentially the 
regulation of hunting to achieve proper 
harvest. A Call-Count Survey has been 
conducted annually since 1953 by 
federal, state and independent 
observers to provide population data 
which wildlife administrators use in 
setting annual mourning dove hunting 
regulations. 

The Call-Count Survey with its more 
than 1,000 randomly located routes 
throughout the United States has 
proved a reliable method for detecting 
changes in mourning dove breeding 
populations. Each call-count route has 
twenty, three-minute listening stations 
spaced at one-mile intervals, usually on 
lightly-traveled secondary roads, and is 
checked once between May 20 and June 

upward trend" in the dove population 
the past ten years through a statistical 
analysis of yearly call-count surveys . 

During the period 1968 to 1978 the 
United States mourning dove 
population increased at an annual rate 
of 1. 7 percent overall and at more than 
2.0 percent a year in the hunting states 
alone. The 1978 population index in the 
nation was 7.0 percent above the 
average mean of 21.4 doves heard per 
call-count route during the 1968-77 
period. The index in hunting states was 
7.8 percent above the last nine years 
average, while the population index in 
nonhunting states was up 5.4 percent. 

Bird Species 
Most Frequently Sighted 
in the North American 
Spring Breeding Bird Survey 
Dt972 • 1977 
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South Carolina's fall dove population 
is estimated at 24,071,600 birds, or 766 
per square mile, according to a technical 
bulletin by the Southeastern 
Association of Fish and Game Agencies. 
This population density is 
approximately four times the national 
average. The annual harvest by hunters 
is 2,690,070 or 88 doves per square mile, 
approximately 4.5 times the national 
average. A calculated 558,900 hunting 
trips are made in the state each year in 
quest of doves. 

September dove hunting has been 
permitted since 1918 under authority of 
the Migratory Bird lreaty Act. This 
season South Carolina and 30 other 
states opened their September season. 
Delay in the opening of the season 
would have profound effect on the 1978 
harvest because of the time the species 
begins their southward migration. 
With few exceptions, a large portion of 
the harvest in most states is derived 
from birds which breed or are 
produced within that state. 

Based on bird banding information 
from the 1966-67 hunting season 
through the 1971-72 season, 87 percent 
of the mourning doves harvested by 
our hunters each year are homegrown, 
South Carolina birds. These local doves 
amounted to 2,343,810 in the Palmetto 
State's annual harvest, while birds 
incoming from 19 other states totaled 
346,260, mostly from Alabama, Florida, 
Georgia and North Carolina. 

Doves and other birds are subject to 
heavy natural losses due to a variety of 

causes. Some eggs just never hatch 
due to infertility or defective 

embryos; storms destroy some 
nests, others are broken up 

by predators; accidents of 
many kinds to one 

or both adults 
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interrupt or end the nesting cycle; 
prolonged cold, rainy weather may 
cause a heavy loss of nestings and 
parasites and diseases cause further 
deaths in the species. 

Later losses in fall and winter result 
from further inroads by predators, 
particularly among first season adults, 
storms during migration and freeze-ups 
on the wintering grounds. Additional 
man-induced factors include hunting, 
road kills, such obstructions as 
lighthouses, monuments, television 
towers, and picture windows, pollution 
and pesticides and loss of habitat . 

The mourning dove breeds 
throughout the 48 contiguous states, the 
southern portions of the Canadian 
provinces, the Greater Antilles, and 
Mexico. Most mourning doves winter 
in the southern states, Mexico, Central 
America or the West Indies. Some 
subpopulations do not migrate but 
spend the winter in the northern limits 
of their breeding range. Their preferred 
habitat ranges from the trees and shrubs 
of residential developments to the open 
grasslands of the Great Plains. 

Mourning doves are migratory birds 
that usually spend summers in the 
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Numbers of mourning doves 

north and winters in the south, but 
some stay south and never go north 
while others stay north all winter. The 
closing days of summer trigger the 
flocking instinct of doves and the farther 
north they live, as a rule the earlier 
(some as early as July) they head south. 

Wildlife biologists have noted two 
general migration systems of eastern 
mourning doves. Doves reared east of 
the Applachian mountain chain tend to 
fly down the Gulf Coast, possibly as a 
far as Texas. 

Doves of the Mississippi Valley 
migrate to Texas and the Gulf Coast and 
may spread east to Florida and Georgia. 
Few of these doves get much farther 
south than the Gulf States, though a few 
have been reported in Cuba. 

Western mourning doves, however, 
often spend winters in Mexico. Of 
course doves will return in the spring 
from their wintering grounds, but it's 
difficult to establish exact return dates, 
particularly when some doves did not 
migrate but overwintered in the same 
area where they nested last year. 

The mourning dove is the most 
important migratory game species of 
the Southeast, whether you're talking 
about the number of hunters, hours of 

do not hunt it but who take an interest 
in its well-being. 

In 1977, dove hunting was permitted 
in 32 of the 48 contiguous states total
ling 75 percent of the land area and 
in which approximately 80 percent of 
the current dove breeding population 
occurs. 

Although the mourning dove has 
game bird status throughout most of the 
United States, it becomes a protected, 
not-to-be-shot-at songbird in 17 
northern and mid-western states. At 
present the mourning dove is a 
protected, nongame bird in Montana, 
North Dakota, South Dakota, 
Minnesota, Iowa, Wisconsin, Michigan, 
Indiana, Ohio, New York, Vermont, 
New Hampshire, Maine, 
Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode 
Island and New Jersey. 

The mourning dove, unlike the other 
game birds that prefer woods and field 
edges, is just as much at home in the 
gardens and hedges of towns and 
suburbs where they are prolific nesters. 
His pensive cooing call often sounds an 
endearing love song to many 
downtown patrons of nature. The 
mourning dove is thus a candidate for a 
hunter's menu or a birdwatcher's life 
list of sightings. recreation or birds harvested. This 

bird is also seen and enjoyed The mourning dove has special 
significance to South Carolina. It was 
originally made known to science from 

,.,,N• this state by Mark Cates by in 1731 under 

in cities and suburbs, 
' north and south by 

those who 
,..ss the name ''The Turtle of Carolina," and 

even today it is sometimes called the 
"Carolina dove." Seventy-seven species 
of birds have been introduced first to 
science from South Carolina-. 

The mourning dove's scientific name 
Zenaidura macroura carolinensis comes 
from Madame Zenaide Bonaparte, wife 
of a prominent French ornithologist of 
the 1800's. Macroura means Icing-tailed 
and the third word honors South 
Carolina. 

"The Turtle of Carolina," the 
mourning dove, has for generations 
proved itself a bird that can live at man's 
elbow-in his vast mechanized grain
fields, in his pineland forest farms , and 
in his growing patchwork of suburban 
homes and yards. The dove has 
adapted to man's every technological 

Seventeen of the 48 contiguous states do not classify 

step; in fact, he has thrived eating the 
scraps left in the wake of such 
progress. His numbers have been a 
legion controlled by the laws of nature . 
Man the hunter has only harvested a 
fragment of the predestined excess. 

the mourning dove as a game bird. Hunting seems to have 
no affect on the number of mourning doves, as many states that allow hunting 
have higher populations of doves than the non-hunting states. 
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The Commandments of Duck Hunting 
by Andy Peeples, Jr. 

Assuming you own a good duck call 
and know how to blow it (by knowing 
how to blow it, we mean how to get a 
halfway decent sound out of it) the rules 
that follow are considered by most good 
duck hunters as the 11 commandments 
of duck hunting. 

,,,,,-,:,:,:,:.a·.-·: ___ ,:,:,:~:-':•,,----
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Greeting call. For all calls, air should be 
forced up .from the chest rather than 
blown into the call. Form the words, 
"Kaaak, kak, kak, kak, kak" in a loud 
fairly high-pitched tone. Repeat this 
series, varying the number of quacks. 

1 Identify the ducks you are calling. In 
many cases you will be wasting your 
breath and at the same time run the 
ducks away that do not come to a mallard 
call. 

2 Never blow a call when another man 
in your party is calling ducks. If a nearby 
party is calling ducks remain silent. In 
other words, don't call when somebody 
else is calling, just as you would not talk 
when somebody else is talking. Use 
good manners. 

3 Ducks directly overhead should 
never be called under any condition. If 
ducks are overhead, remain silent and do 
not look up at them or move around to 
see them. Freeze until they pass over 
you. This rule is broken more than any 
other and flares more ducks than any 
other single reason. 

4 Never call a duck coming straight at 
you. Let him pass. He might be coming 
right into your decoys. If he passes give 

i him a "feeding chuckle", and if this does 
no good wait until he's about 70 yards 
away or more and give him five to seven 
pleading "come back" calls. If this 
doesn't work, forget it. He either saw you 
in passing or was just not interested. 

5 Stay hidden when calling ducks and 
never look directly at the duck. Do not 
turn your head to follow the duck when 
calling. If the duck passes out of your line 
of sight and is circling, remain still and 
wait until he comes back into your line of 
sight. When a duck is circling the decoys 
he can see the slightest movement. 

6 Keep the members of your party 
hidden. If a novice hunter is with you, 
explain to him that he must remain hid
den and should not move once you start 
calling. Have him face with the wind and 
stay that way. Ducks will always come 
into the decoys against the wind and if 
other members of the party will face that 
direction, almost all ducks will end up 
directly in front of them. The best duck 
caller in the world cannot bring ducks in 
unless all members of his party adhere to 
this rule. 

,,:,,-{fj--:;'•'"'"'"":" :·· 

Come back call. If ducks swing past 
decoys and start to leave, repeat 
greeting call but in a slightly louder, 
more rapid and pleading manner. 

7 When hunting with a party, let the 
man blowing the call pick the time to 
shoot by saying "now" or "shoot". Too 
many times a large flight will be coming 
in and someone will blast away before 
the flight is in the right position . 

8 Limit your party to two to four 
hunters. Best results will be obtained 
with two hunters. The more in a party, the 
greater the chances are of error. 

9 If you go to your favorite place and 
find another party there, don't move in 
close to them just because you feel you 
own the spot. All you end up doing is 
messing up your hunt as well as the other 
man's. Get as far away from other hunters 

Feeding call. When ducks get in close 
and act as if they might decoy, go to the 
low-pitched feeding chuckle by softly 
whispering, "licket, ticket, ticket" into 
the call. 

as possible. If somebody happens to 
move close to you, make the best of it if 
normal consideration doesn't move 
them. Perhaps good manners will in the 
long run rub off on them. 

10 Remember that the quickest way to 
scare ducks is to blow a duck call at the 
wrong time, in the wrong way, with no 
knowledge of the fundamentals of duck 
hunting. Before you take up the trail of 
the "Great Greenhead in the Sky'', know 
what you are doing and everyone will be 
happy ... except perhaps the ducks. 

11 Be patient with the ducks and other 
hunters. Experienced hunters should 
make an effort to teach the less experi
enced, and the inexperienced should try 
to learn from more knowledgeable 
hunters. Reading all the books and arti
cles ever written about 
duck hunting will 
not make a 
duck hunter. 

""~"~an's 
/ orner 
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Most of the time I just kind of take 
things for granted. Things like owls, 
thunderstorms and magazines. This af
ternoon I was sitting in the porch swing. 
It was raining a little and, naturally, I got to 
thinking about fishing. That's when I de
cided to write you . 

Subscribing to South Carolina Wildlife 
is one of those nice things I've done for 
me. The articles about bass (May-June) 
were so well written I felt like they were 
memories of things I'd seen. As I sat 
there, swinging, watching my lawn fill 
with puddles, I closed my eyes and the 
photos in the May-June issue launched 
me softly down the "dancing dark water" 
of the Edisto. 

It takes a very special group of people 
to present the natural resources of South 
Carolina as they really are; rich, vivid, 
memorable. Thank you, all of you, for 
this fine magazine. 

John R. Coles 
Cayce 

I am enclosing my order for three 
copies of your Carolina's Hunting Heri
tage when issued, together with my 
check. · 

I really enjoy your publication and, to 
me, it is the best issued in the United 
States. 

As an avid hunter, trained by my father, 
I have trained my son and am working on 
my grandson. Particularly turkey hunting 
is the cream of the crop. 

There used to be the best writer of 
hunting and wildlife stories living in your 
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state, . Archibald Rutledge. I will never 
forget his stories about the Santee River 
swamp and his old Negro friends. Why 
don't you publish a book containing all of 
his stories you can get together. If you do 
count me in as a subscriber. 

Robert T. £Nin, Jr. 
Mobile, Alabama 

Your July-August issue had some of the 
most beautiful photography and most in
teresting stories that I have read in this 
type publication. But I take issue with 
any sort of suggestion of licenses for salt
water fishing. 

We are taxed on our boats, motors, 
trailers, gasoline, bait, fishing rods, reels, 
line and tackle. We pay city, state and 
federal taxes on the money needed to 
purchase the above mentioned items. 

A saltwater license is just another form 
of collecting another tax, difficult to en
force and requiring a multitude of per
sonnel, reams of paperwork, and for 
what gain? 

If there is interest in collecting data on 
the saltwater fisherman's catch, why not 
distribute a tally sheet, through boat 
dealers, sporting good stores, bait and 
tackle shops, marinas and the like. It 
could be filled in by the fisherman in a 
manner similar to the ones sent out to 
waterfowl hunters. 

Conser,vation, yes. Additional taxes, 
no! Enough is enough! 

8. M. Martin 
Charleston 

You have done it again .. . you have 
topped your other issues. I don't see how 
you keep doing it, since they are all tops! 

The articles on largemouth bass and 
Indian artifacts caught my eye since I am 
now an avid bass fisherman, and a few 
years back I devoted most of my spare 
time looking for arrowheads. I don't have 
the time now that I had then, but I still 
find a spare minute or two, like when I'm 
fishing and want to take a break. What 
could be better than walking the shore 
and looking for arrowheads? 

Dennis Ridley 
Laurens 

Reference is made to Dean Poucher's 
article "Return of the Gladiator" in the 
July-August issue. Mr. Poucher made a 
reference to Mrs. Virginia Pingree's blue 
marlin caught in 1967. While it was not 
stated, it was inferred that Mrs. Pingree's 
marlin was the first taken in South 

Carolina waters on rod and reel. 
The first blue marlin taken off South 

Carolina was caught by Mrs. L. K. 
Fitzgerald of Spartanburg while fishing 
out of Georgetown in June of 1964. 

Further, it should be noted that in a 
similar article in South Carolina Wildlife 
several years ago, the Pingree marlin was 
recognized as the first blue marlin caught 
off South Carolina. In the Reader's Forum 
of a subsequent issue, Mr. Ellison Smith 
Ill correctly rebutted this inaccuracy. 

What is necessary for Mrs. Fitzgerald's 
catch to receive proper recognition by 
your fine publication? 

Burnham Uhler 
Spartanburg 

In your Readers Forum in the May
June issue you printed a letter from Mr. 
W. L. Smith, Winnetka, Illinois. In this 
letter Mr. Smith stated that he was not 
renewing his subscription because your 
magazine appears to want to destroy 
wildlife instead of preserving it. 

I cannot help but wonder what basis 
Mr. Smith has for making this statement. I 
have read many copies of South Carolina 
Wildlife and I have never seen where you 
advocated doing what Mr. Smith said. 

If Mr. Smith thinks rabbit hunting and 
quail hunting is destroying wildlife I 
would have to take issue with him. 
Maybe we can excuse Mr. Smith for his 
letter. He probably didn't sleep well the 
night before or he ate something that 
didn't agree with him. 

Thomas C. Simmons 
Shelby, N. C. 

first let me say I really did enjoy your 
article in South Carolina Wildlife on our 
Edisto. But, for some 30years I have been 
told that Black Creek and Pond Branch, 
which both rise near Gilbert, team to
gether with Chinquapin and form the 
North Fork of the Edisto River. 

Have I been misled? Paxton's Pond is 
formed at the merging of Pond Branch 
and Black Creek and below our pond 
Black Creek is a bold stream that really 
makes the Chinquapin look tiny. 

Please, if I am right, come and do an 
article on "our creek" -it is beautiful and 
contributes so much black water to the 
Edisto that it deserves mention . And, if I 
have been misled, please write me a let
ter I can show to all these people I've lied 
to through the years. 

Eris G. Paxton 
Gilbert 



TED SNYDER 
South Carolina Man is National President 
of the Sierra Club 

"The awareness of the people and politicians in South Carolina on 
environmental issues is growing," says Ted Snyder, national presi
dent of The Sierra Club. 

Ted Snyder recalls the first 
time he even gave a passing 
thought to the environment. "I 
was on a safari in Africa," he 
tells. "Until that time, I guess I 
was just like anybody else, I 
had never paid any attention to 
what was going on environ
mentally. It was in Africa that it 
first came home to me that 
wildlife and wilderness were 
disappearing. 

"For the first time I realized 
there was a limit to what we 
had," he says. "I realized that if 
no one did anything, every
thing in the world was going to 
be plowed under, cut down or 
developed." 

That was in 1966. In the next 
twelve years, Ted started caring 
enough to see the Chattooga 
River protected for posterity 
under the Wild and Scenic Riv-

ers Bill; enough to see the 
Joyce Kilmer/Slickrock Creek 
Wilderness Area designated; 
enough to become the presi
dent of the strongest environ
mental organization in the 
world, the Sierra Club. 

Today when Ted addresses 
organizations and tells them 
we have to find failsafe 
methods for disposing of nu
clear waste, he speaks for over 
a quarter of a million people. 
When he says that preservation 
of Alaskan wilderness is one of 
the top priorities, President 
Carter listens. 

A Greenville native, Ted at
tended school there until the 
fourth grade. He attended 
school in Walhalla, where he 
now lives, from the fifth grade 
until the tenth. He never went 
to high school. 

Instead, at the age of 16, he 
entered the University of 
Chicago. He graduated in 
three years and later received a 
. law degree from Duke Univer
sity. When he finished his 
schooling he was commis
sioned in the Army as a first 
lieutenant and served three 
years active duty, including a 
year and a half in Korea. 

Between that time and his 
"awakening" in Africa, Ted was, 
and still is, a trial lawyer. 

It was shortly after he re
turned from his second Sierra 
Club outing that he was con
tacted by members of the club 
from North Carolina. He re
ceived a letter from them say
ing they were going to try to 
start a group in the Carolinas. 

"I was feeling sorta mean 
that day," he says. "They had 
included a questionnaire with 
the letter. So I filled it out then 

turned it over and filled up the 
entire back." 

What happened next was 
destiny. From the question
naire, the two North Carolina 
members drew up a list of can
didates for the executive 
committee and an election was 
held. 

"I never did a thing," Ted 
says. "The next thing I got was a 
letter saying the election re
sults were in, I had gotten the 
most votes, and I was the new 
chairman of the organization." 
He had still never even met 
another Sierra Club member 
east of Mississippi. 

"We were babes in the 
woods," he says. uWe had an 
organizational meeting at Mor
row Mountain State Park and 
appointed committee chair
men. At the time there were 
only 140 members in the two 
states. None of us knew what 
was going on locally, in the way 
of environmental issues. So we 
just set out to have one outing 
a month, and we had to ride 
the outings chairman to get 
even that!" 

About that time Ted got a 
terse letter from the chairman 
of the neighboring Potomac 
Chapter asking what was going 
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on down in the Carolinas. Why 
weren't they doing anything 
about conservation, he asked. 

"We didn't know what we 
were doing," Ted says with a 
laugh. "So we sat down and 
tried to think of something we 
could be doing for conserva
tion. Someone had heard 
something about the Chat
tooga River, so we figured that 
was a good place to start." 

From such inauspicious 
beginnings great things began 
to happen. 

"One of our group had 
canoed on the Chattooga and 
knew a little about it. At that 
time, the National Wild and 
Scenic Rivers Bill had been pas
sed and the Chattooga was a 
study river on the list. It was all 
being done by an old mountain 
woman from Clayton, Geor
gia," Ted says. "After we got our 
task force organized, the first 
hearing on the river was being 
held. ~ went. 

"It was the first hearing I had 
ever attended. I listened, but I 
didn't really understand what 
was going on until I heard 
something I didn't like. I stood 
up then and said that things 
weren't right, that such and 
such should be done and that I 
was speaking for the Sierra 
Club. 

"All of a sudden something 
happened to the crowd. They 
got quiet. The Sierra Club had 
never hit one of those meet
ings before, and I knew we 
were on to something good." 

There followed the battles 
for the Kilmer/Slickrock Wil
derness~ Four Holes Swamp, 
Congaree, Trotters Shoals and 
on and on. 

Ted Snyder's work in the club 
had some unexpected 
bonuses, too. It was on a canoe 
trip on the Chattooga that he 
first met Ann Timberlake from 
Columbia. 
"~ keep ending up on out

ings together," he tells. NI don't 
think we ever had a normal 
date." They were eventually 
married, and they didn't have a 
normal honeymoon either. Ted 
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took her to Kaietiur Fall, 
Guiana. 

In time Ted worked his way 
up the Sierra Club hierarchy. As 
the first president east of the 
Mississippi, he has already met 
with President Carter. He is im
pressed with Carter's work so 
far on the environment. 

"In the balance, we need to 
be pleased with what Carter's 
done," he says. "He has gotten 
as much done as politically 
practical. He can't just send or
ders to Congress and expect 
them to do what he says. But 
he's done as much as anyone 
could." 

He's mostly pleased with 
Carter's openness and hon
esty. "He doesn't play games. 
He's frank and outspoken and I 
believe he says what he 
means." As for the environ
mental future of the nation and 
South Carolina in particular, 
Ted is encouraged. 

"The awareness of people 
and politicians in the state is 
improving. It has been poor. 
But the people of Columbia fi
nally welled up in favor of 
Congaree Swamp when they 
were presented with the facts. 
That's one sign of the im
provement we're seeing." 

He sees the same hopeful 
signs across the nation, as indi
cated by the overwhelming 
support given Alaska legisla
tion in the House recently. 

His top priorities as national 
president are (not in order of 
importance): 

-Protection for the public 
lands in Alaska. "I see this as 
the most important environ
mental issue of the century." 

-Solving the problem of 
nuclear waste disposal. "This is 
just as pres!jing. By not solving 
this problem now, we are 
mortgaging the future for the 
next thousand generations." 

-Finishing the work of 
rounding out the Wilderness 
System in the United States. "I 
see these are the top things 
that are going to happen in this 
country in the next few years." 
JANE LAREAU 

Trask as 
New 
Chairman 
Promises 
Efficiency 

New Wildlife and Marine Re
sources Commission Chairman, 
Harold E. Trask of Beaufort. 

Harold Trask, recently ap
pointed chairman of the South 
Carolina Wildlife and Marine 
Resources Commission, plans 
to encourage efficiency, high 
morale and harmonious work
ing relationships within the 
state Wildlife Department. 

"It is my aim to keep depart
ment morale high, to work 
harmoniously with the other 
commission members and to 
foster an atmosphere of posi
tive, forward-looking policy 
which can be instituted 
through our executive direc
tor," said Trask. 

"One of my chief aims as 

comm1ss1on chairman is to 
make the department more ef -
ficient at all levels and to re
ward people who can do a 
good job without finding it i' 

necessary to increase budget 
and personnel," he added. , 

"I would like to see more I 
emphasis placed on commer
cial shrimping and fishing. We 
should take a leadership role in 
promoting mariculture and in 
carrying out and completing 
the research to make it eco
nomically feasible in this state." 

"I deeply appreciate the con
fidence that Governor Edwards 
has shown by appointing me 
chairman of the commission," 
Trask said. "Next to the people 
of this state, our most impor
tant assets are our natural re
sources which we are charged 
with conserving and manag
ing. I will do my best to make 
decisions that will benefit the 
wildlife and marine resources 
entrusted to our care." 

Trask, 58, the son of a farmer, , 
was born and reared in Wil
mington, North Carolina. He 
moved to Beaufort in 1946 
where he began a truck farm
ing business which he has op
erated since. Trask is a 1941 
graduate of Virginia Military In
stitute and served in the U.S. 
Army as an officer during 
World War II. 

In his farming operation, 
Trask plants 1000 acres which 
includes tomatoes, cucum
bers, squash, beans, greens, 
cabbage and beets. He also 
raises swine and maintains a 
300 sow farrow-finish field. 

Trask is an ardent out
doorsman with particular in
terest in hunting doves, quail 
and waterfowl and fishing 
offshore for saltwater game 
fish. He has two daughters, 
four sons and three grandchil
dren. His wife is the former 
Margaret Scheper, a native of 
Beaufort. 

As the new chairman he suc
ceeds Joseph W. Hudson of 
Spartanburg whose term of of
fice expired at the end of June. 
Trask's term will end in 1982. 



Paper Company 
Donates Money To 
Conservancy 

International Paper Com
pany, with local offices in 
Georgetown, is also a major 
co-operation in the state's 
game management area pro
gram, according to a spokes
man for the South Carolina 

____________ , Wildlife and Marine Resources 
Department. 

A $5,000 donation by Inter
national Paper Company (IP) , a 
firm with sizeable interest in 
South Carolina, was made 
recently to The Nature Conser
vancy (TNC), a national, non
profit land conservation orga
nization . 

The IP funds, according to 
TNC, will be used to support 
general operations at the con
servancy's national office and 
in five states including South 
Carolina. 

IP currently has more than 
81,000 acres of company lands 
in the department's game 
management area program 
which provides public hunting 
across the state. 

Part of the company's cash 
gift is for the support of in-state 
conservancy activities, TNC 
said. TNC opened a state office 
in Columbia in early 1978 and 
appointed a director, LaBruce 
Alexander, to concentrate on 
conservancy protection efforts 
in South Carolina. 

WILD GOBBLER 
HARVEST UP 

An expanding turkey popu
lation, several years of good 
hatches and survival, and 
hunters who are becoming 
more sophisticated account for 
South Carolina's increasing 
annual turkey har,vests, accord
ing to a state wildlife biologist. 

In an interview, Vernon Be
vill, turkey management biol
ogist with the South Carolina 
Wildlife and Marine Resources 
Department, said the past 
spring "was the best harvest 
we've ever had." 

He reported the spring har
vest at 728 birds, up from 523 
the previous season and 422 in 
1976. Only the gobbler, the 
male bird, is permitted in the 
bag on state game manage
ment areas during the spring 
hunt statewide. 

Bevill said, 11We hacl an ex
ceptional hatch last year which 
was reflected this year in the 
high percentage of juvenile 
gobblers taken. "Overall," he 
added, "the past several years 
have shown good hatches." 

WILDLIFE COMMISSION HAS 
TWO NEW MEMBERS. 

A Greenville retired insur
ance executive and a 
Georgetown lumberman 

Calvin C. Dawson 

joined the South Carolina 
Wildlife and Marine Resources 
Commission recently by ap-

Archie R. Stubbs 

pointment from Governor 
James B. Edwards. Their six
year terms began July 1. 

Archie R. Stubbs has lived in 
Greenville since 1938. He re
tired three years ago from the 
position of branch claim man
ager and special representative 
for the Kemper Insurance 
Company. 

Stubbs represents the 
Fourth Congressional District 
on the state wildlife commis
sion which includes Greenville 
and Spartanburg counties. 

Married to the former Mar
ion Elizabeth Hoffman, Stubbs 
and his wife have three sons. 
He is a 1931 graduate of William 
and Mary College and has an 
avid interest in upland and big 
game hunting, gardening, 
baseball and track. 

Calvin C. Dawson represents 
the Sixth Congressional Dis
trict which consists of Dillon, 

Darlington, Georgetown, Flor
ence, Clarendon, Horry, Wil
liamsburg, Marion and Marl
boro Counties. 

Dawson is president of Daw
son Lumber Company of 
Georgetown. 

Active in conservation for 
some years , Dawson has 
served on the South Carolina 
Coastal Council and the advi
sory board for the South 
Carolina Wildlife and Marine 
Resources Commission. 

Dawson is a graduate of The 
Citadel and is a World War II 
veteran. He is married to the 
former Rowena Johnson and 
they have three children. 

Both men serve on the 
nine-member commission 
whose members are appointed 
for staggered terms by the 
governor. The wildlife commis
sion is a policy making board 
that meets once a month. 
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SOUTH CAROLINA'S THREE TOP SPORTSMEN: 
A Newberry County hog farmer, a Gaffney 
self-employed plumber and a Laurens County firefighter slammed 
the CAROLINA SLAM to become the state's top outdoorsmen. 

Joe Kelly of Mountville 
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Randy Bickley of Newberry, 
Roger Harris of Gaffney and Joe 
Kelly of Mountville were the 
only qualifiers for the 1977-78 
CAROLINA SLAM. All three live 
to hunt and fish and spend every 
possible moment outdoors. 

Bickley, a lifelong resident of 
Newberry County, was the first 
SLAM qualffier who tallied the 
required fish and game in May. 
Harris completed his SLAM 
within weeks of the '77-78 pro
gram's conclusion . Kelly be
came the third slammer when 
a Wildlife Department record 
keeping oversight was cor
rected . 

Aslowtalking, natural story
teller, Bickley entered a 22 and 
a half-pound striped bass, a tur
key gobbler, a 10 and a half
pound largemouth bass and a 
17-inch rainbow tro4t. 

Speaking around a giant wad 
of purple bubble gum, the ro
tund Bickley said, " I ain't much 
for watching TV or nothing, I 
got to be out and going," which 
probably explains his success. 

Harris, a friendly fellow with 
clear eyes and convictions for 
the finer points of hunting deer 
with a bow and arrow, entered 
a turkey, a 17 and a half-inch 
trout, a 7-pound, 15-ounce large
mouth and a 22-pound, 5-ounce 
king mackerel that he managed 
to land only three weeks before 
the '77-78 SLAM ended August 
14, 1978. 

Harris' trout from Lake Jocas
see was the first he's ever caught. 
He plans to continue to trout 
fish, but the SLAM gave him 
more than a new sport. "What I 
got most out of this," he said 
seriously, "was the people I met 
around the state while partici
pating in the SLAM program:' 

Recognized as a local hunt-

ing sage who has taken 76 deer 
in the last 25 years, Kelly quali
fied in five of the six categories 
with a state record class buck 
scoring 130 points, a turkey gob
bler, and 18-inch trout, a 20-
pound, 8--ounce striper and a 10-
pound largemouth bass. His 
patience and endurance were 
put to their severest test, how
ever, when a record keeping 
error almost failed to credit him 

with his final two entries. 
While he "lives and breathes" 

hunting and fishing, Kelly's great- ' 
est enthusiasm is an interest in 
teaching others the art of deer 
hunting, particularly for trophy 
bucks. " A trophy buck is one of 
the smartest animals on the face 
of the earth," he al lows, "but a 
man with patience and the wi Ii-
i ngness to learn a few tricks can 
take trophy deer." 

CURRENT 
SLAM 
UNDERWAY 

CAROLINA SLAM for1978--79 
is underway and will conclude 
August 14, 1979, allowing a year 
for participants to enter at least 
four entries, one of which must 
be a deer or turkey, to qualify 
for the SLAM. 

To qualify for the annual 
SLAM, a participant must enter 
four of six categories, one of 
which must be a deer scoring 
110 or better on the Boone and 
Crockett scale or a wild turkey 
gobbler. 

The sportsman may choose 
from four fish categories ... a 
largemouth bass weighing at 
least seven pounds, a striped 
bass weighing a minimum of 20 
pounds or a mountain trout 14 
inches minimum length. A 
saltwater category includes 
channel bass, 30 pound 
minimum; cobia, 35 pound 
minimum; winter trout, four 
pound minimum; dolphin, 40 
pound minimum; king mack-

erel, 15 pound minimum; or a I 
billfish of any size. Any saltwater 
fish counts as one category. 

"Since only three fellows 
qualified for the first SLAM," 
said John Culler, editor of 
South Carolina Wildlife, who 
conceived the program, "it 
seems the program separates 
the state's average sportsmen 
from the best of the bunch." 

When Culler created the 
program last year he designed 
it to be tough, so tough he was 
sure nobody would qualify. 
"These threesurprisedme,"he 
allowed, "but I don't think 
they'll do it again and I'll be 
surprised if anyone else does." 

That's Culler's challenge to 
the state's sportsmen. 

Persons interested in taking 
him up on the challenge 
should write for an entry pack
age. Write CAROLINA SLAM, 
P.O. Box 167, Columbia, S. C. 
29202. 



Swordfish, A New 
Commercial 
Venture in 
South Carolina. 

Thousands of pounds of 
swordfish, caught 80 to 200 

1 1 miles off the South Carolina 
coast, were landed in Charles
ton almost daily by Florida
based longline fishing vessels 
during the summer. . 

At least 220,000 pounds of 
dressed swordfish meat, worth 
about $440,000, were landed 
in South Carolina during a 
three-month period, according 
to David Cupka, assistant 
director of the Office of Con
servation, Management and 
Marketing for the state Wildlife - ::. r , -

.,....... - --

The resident flock of Canada geese at Clark Hill are growing steadily and will be off limits to hunters 
again this year. 

CANADA GEESE AT CLARK HILL 
Geese are off limits to hunters again this year 
in McCormick County to protect this growing goose 
population. 

A project on Clark Hill lake to 
create a resident population of 
the Canada goose is coming 
along fine, according to Robert 
Gooding, a wildlife biologist 
with the Wildlife Department. 

According to Gooding, who 
conceived the project several 
years ago, the past nesting sea
son marked the first year the 
goslings with their parents 
have moved out on the lake. 

It wasn't unusual to see sev
eral proud pair of parents sur
rounded by a hoard of young 
geese of various sizes swim
ming in the cove adjacent to 
the department's waterfowl 
area during spring nesting. 

Currently Gooding counts 
about 120 geese in his flock al
though "some have moved out 
apparently," he said in an inter
view with South Carolina 
Wildlife . Protection of this flock 
is the reason for the closure of 
the goose season in McCor
mick County which will only be 
effective with public support. 

"If the public cooperates," 
he continued, "we should have 
a sizeable population within 
the next three or four years." It 
may take a little longer, how
ever, to get them up to a hunt
able population. 

A huntable population is the 
reason behind the project. 

Fewer geese come to South 
Carolina each winter during 
their annual migration despite 
record numbers of the birds in 
the Atlantic Flyway. 

Geese that normally would 
come to South Carolina to 
spend the winter are "short 
stopped" in the mid-Atlantic 
states where agricultural and 
game management practices 
provide for the birds so well 
they stay there for the winter. 

Gooding's project is de
signed to provide the state with 
its own resident flock which 
the biologist says will also im
prove the waterfowl situation 
in the state's Piedmont Region. 

Department. 
Although swordfish have 

been caught commercially off 
the South Carolina coast for 
several years, most of the fish 
were landed in other states, 
primarily Florida. 

But with a temporary settle
ment of the question of legal 
mercury levels in swordfish, 
South Carolina dock owners 
have begun allowing swordfish 
to be landed locally. Most of 
the swordfish meat is trucked 
to markets in New York and 
Boston. 

About eight Florida boats 
currently are landing swordfish 
in Charleston and two South 
Carolina boats are fishing for 
swordfish out of Georgetown 
according to Dale Theiling of 
the department's Fisheries 
Statistics Section. 

Most of the swordfish caught 
commercially off the South 
Carolina coast are taken well 
beyond the range of most 
sportfishing boats which sel
dom venture out more than 50 
to 60 miles. 

The first swordfish taken by 
hook and line in South 
Carolina was landed at Charles
ton in 1977. 
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WHO LOVES A HOG? 
A Wild One At That . .. 

No one apparently loves pigs 
... no one has stepped for
ward for the swine, laments the 
Wildlife Management Institute, 
in a tongue in cheek news re
lease that implies an interesting 
point. 

In the Great Smoky Moun
tain National Park in Western 
North Carolina park rangers 
have been authorized to re
sume an "interim" program to 
"research and control" wild 
boars, according to the Wildlife 
Management Institute. 

Native wildlife and plants still 
are being destroyed in the 
Grand Canyon. 

The situation in the Great 
Smoky Mountains National 
Park appears identical to that of 
the Grand Canyon. An exotic 
animal is damaging native 
species and natural features of 
the park. 

Conservationists await the 
rise of a new crusade to save 
the pigs. It could be that the 
poor boars are not so cute as 
the burros, and crusaders can't 
bring themselves to become 
emotionally attached to an ugly 
old wild hog. 

Wild boars of the Great Smoky Mountain National Park are causing 
damage to park resources and becoming a management problem. 

Conservationists, the Insti
tute says, are listening atten
tively for an announcement 
that Save the Pigs, Inc. has 
been organized and is gearing 
up to fight the control effort. 

But no such organization 
seems forthcoming. Nobody 
loves pigs enough apparently 
to cry for their protection. Pigs 
lack something that fires the 
furnace of protectionist groups 
who seemingly manage to rise 
to every occasion. 

BOOKLET EXPLAINS NEED FOR 
SOUTH CAROLINA DOE HARVEST 

Wild boars of the Smoky 
Mountains are descendants of 
European boars imported for a 
private hunting preserve many 
years ago. They showed up in 
the park about 30 years ago and 
park officials say they are caus
ing damage to park resources. 

The National Park Service 
reports 'that the research and 
control program is consistent 
with its policy to control exotic 
species in parks, especially 
when such species threaten 
native flora and fauna, natural 
features and the like. 

That policy didn't work in 
Grand Canyon, however, 
where the service tried to elim
inate feral burros that were rais
ing havoc with native wildlife 
and plants. Burro lovers con
fronted the park service and 
prevented that program. 
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The harvest of doe deer re
mains highly controversial, 
says a state deer research 
biologist, even though "regu
lated harvests of an tie rless deer 
have been proven biologically 
sound, practical and effective." 

Doe harvests conducted dur
ing either-sex days when hunt
ing antlerless deer is permitted 
are a major tool used by state 
wildlife biologists to manage 
deer throughout the state. 
Without the either-sex hunts, 
the deer herd would over
populate in local areas. 

"Antlerless deer harvests," 
says Gerald Moore, a biologist 
with the South Carolina 
Wildlife and Marine Resources 
Department, "are a manage
ment tool utilized almost uni
versally among states where 
deer occur." 

In South Carolina, despite 
sound information supporting 
the practice, either-sex har-

vests continue to be controver
sial. To provide information to 
the public about the need for 
properly controlled either-sex 
hunting, Moore has written a 
booklet. 

litled "Antlerless Deer Har
vest in South Carolina," the 
18-page booklet covers not 
only the state's antlerless deer 
harvests, but also a brief history 
of the white-tailed deer in 
South Carolina and its man
agement. 

In the booklet, Moore ex
plains that a deer herd is over
populated "when its numbers 
exceed the ability of the habitat 
to supply essential needs." 
These essentials include food, 
cover and water which are 
components of the habitat that 
comprise the area's "carrying 
capacity." 

When the carrying capacity 
is exceeded, problems begin 
to show up in the quality of the 

herd as well as the habitat. 
Among these are habitat de

terioration, declining quality of 
the animals in weight and 
health, increase in parasitism 
and disease and natural mortal
ity, crop damage and deer
vehicle accidents. 

Moore points out that over
population "accelerates natural 
losses and deer dying as a re
sult of natural mortality are 
rarely utilized by man." He says 
this is a waste of a valuable 
wildlife resource. 

Copies of the booklet are 
available free from the South 
Carolina Wildlife and Marine 
Resources Department. Any- ' 
one interested in deer hunting 
and the white-tailed deer in 
South Carolina should read the • 
booklet, a Wildlife Department 
spokesman said. 

Write: Antlerless Deer Har
vest, P. 0. Box 167, Columbia, 
s. C. 29202. 



South Carolina 
Eagles Are Off Par 

South Carolina's eagle popu
lation oould be less than 10 per
cent of what it once was, says a 
state wildlife biologist, who 

lso points out that work is 
rway in an attempt to oor

the situation. 
Based on historical evi

ce, the state at one time 
1ight have supported as many 

150 nesting pairs of bald 
!es, acoorcting to Ken Stan
' an endangered species 

iologist with the South 
Carolina Wildlife and Marine , .. ~ 
Resources Department. 
. Surveys oonducted recently 
by Stansell and biologist Tom 
Murphy, who does the field 
work, show that the state's 
eagle numbers might repre
sent less than 10 percent of 
their recent historic levels. 

"We've identified 15 active 
territories in the state," Stansell 
said in a recent interview with 
South Carolina Wildlife, ex
plaining that an active territory 
is "a pair of birds in and around 
a nest during the nesting 
season." 

From these 15 nesting pairs, 
10 were actually successful in 
producing young, said Stan
sell. Only 17 fledglings or 
fuvenile bircts that actually left 
the nests were produced from 
these successful nests, acoord
ing to Murphy's oount. 

"That's barely enough off
spring to maintain the current 
population level," Stansell 
pointed out, "and may not be 
enough considering the rela
tive small size of the state's 
population." 

Most of the territories the 
biologists have been able to 
identify are situated in ooastal 
counties, but that's as much as 
Stansell and Murphy will tell. 

I eagle nest sites in South 
lina are kept secret to pro-
the bircts from human dis-

1rbance, no matter how well 
ing. 

T-Shirts: A Wild Idea 
fora 
Stocking 
Stuffer 
Our handsome high quality 
t-shirts are perfect for that "extra" 
gift at Christmas. T-shirts are 
heavy 100"/4 domestic c;:otton and 
come in five attractive 
colors-navy, light blue, red and 
orange-all with white 
lettering-and tan with brown 
lettering. 
"Put Something Wild in Your Life" 
is the slogan on the front of each 
shirt and the South Carolina 
Wildlife magazine logo is on the 
back . . . A perfect way to show 
your support for the outdoor 
activities of South Carolina. 
Order yours today! All orders 
received before November15will 
be guaranteed shipment before 
Christmas. T-shirts are $6.95 each. 
Use the enclosed order form. 
Please state size S, M, L, and XL. 
Also give 1st and 2nd color choice. 

Binders already filled 
with back issues! 

Now you can get the last two years of 
South Carolina Wildlife already in our 
binders for your permanent files. At a 
cost of $9.95 each, it's cheaper than a 
subscription and a binder if bought sep
arately. 

Please send me ___ binders filled 
with South Carolina Wildlife Magazines 
at $9.95 each. 

1977 (the six issues of the year 1977) 
1978 (the six issues of the year 1978) 

Name _______________ _ 

Address ______________ _ 

City- State -Zip ____________ _ 



Binders to 
Protect Your 
SOUTH 
CAROLINA 
WILDLIFE 

• magazines 
Binders are a great gift idea along 
with a gift subscription to SOUTH 
CAROLINA WILDLIFE. Our custom 
brown leather-like binders are so 
handsome, you'll be proud to give it 
to anyone. The binder holds one 
year of the magazine and has 
easy-to-insert metal rods to secure 
each issue in place. 
Only $6 including postage and 
handling. Please use the enclosed 
order form. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 

YOUR SPECIAL ORDER FORM 
Please send me: __ copies of CAROLINA'S HUNTING HERITAGE at $19 .95 each. 

__ copies of CAROLINA'S HUNTING HERITAGE 
(Limited Edition) at $50.00 each. 

__ copies of A CAROLINA PROFILE at $15.00 each. 

Please send ,me: __ binders at $6.00 each. 

Please send me: __ t-shirts at $6.95 each or two at $13.90. Three (special discount) at 
$17.95 and four or more at $6.00 each . 
Color: Navy _ Lt. Blue _ Orange _ Red _ Tan _ 
Please state 1st and 2nd color choice. 
Size: S _ M _ L _ XL _ 

Name _________________________ _ 

Address ---------------·--------
City • State • Zip 

D Payment Enclosed 
D Bill to Master Charge # ____ ____ _ 
□ Bill to BAOVISA # _ _ _______ _ 

For gift orders, please attach another sheet. 
Make checks payable to South Carolina Wildlife 
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Perfect Gifts 
for Your Friends and Relatives 

Last year South Carolina's award-winning 
magazine produced A CAROLINA PROFILE ... 
a collection of the best articles, photographs and 
paintings from SOUTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE. 
It was such a great gift idea that we completely 
sold out. We have reprinted and are offering A 
CAROLINA PROFILE again this year because of 
popular demand. 

Our newest book, CAROLINA'S HUNTING 
HERITAGE is also available for gift giving. It's the 
perfect book for every outdoorsman who 

cherishes the hunt and the wild things of the 
Carolina's. It's a collection of the best hunting 
articles ever published and presented together in 
a beautifully bound 8½ x 11 volume with the look 
of handtooled leather. 

A CAROLINA PROFILE is only $15.00. 
CAROLINA'S HUNTING HERITAGE sells for 
$19. 95. (See the inside front cover of this magazine 
for details on our very special signed, numbered 
limited edition of CAROLINA'S HUNTING 
HERITAGE) 

Use the enclosed order form or if it's 

gone send your order to: 

South Carolina Wildlife 
P. 0. Box 167 
Columbia, S. C. 29202 






